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WEATHER

Denver, Col., September 4
Showers tonight. Generally fair
tomorrow.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY EVENING. SEPTEMUKK 4, 1007.
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Today's Sessions at Sacramento Were Filled With
Many Addresses of
Unusual Interest.

Man Who Made S29.240.O0O

Who Owns the School Lands

Fine Possible Has Two
Brothers In New

the United States
or the
Schools.

Gov-ennme-

Mexico.
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ILLUSTRATED-LECTU-
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JUDGE ABBOTT
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Inrj Governor Kibbey. of
--

Arizona. Speaks to
Water Users.

Chicago.

Cal.,
Sept. 4. The
Sacramento,
principal address of today's session
of the fifteenth national irrigation
congress was delivered this afternoon
at the opening of the convention by
Reed Smoot. United States senator
of Utah, who spoke on 'Irrigation by
Mr. Smoot
Private Kntenprlses.
address was elouuent. and he clear
ly showed the wonderful growth at
talned by Irrigation since the days
when the first private enterprise
were founded In that line, up to the
present when the government has
taken many projects in charge.
The attendance at this session was
very large, a number of delegate,
having come In Jast night and this
morning.
Other Addresses.
At the morning session A. C. True,
director of the experiment station.
of the United States department of
agriculture, delivered an address on
"Irrigation and Drainage Investiga
Other addresses at the morn
tlons.
ing session were as follows:
"Some Things Needed to Secur.
the Highest Development of the Arid
Region. Elwood Mead.
"The Greatest Need of Arid Amer
lea," Samuel Fortler.
to Dry
"Relation of Irrigation
Farming." Fred I Koeding, UniteJ
states department of agriculture.
"Rice Irrigation," W. A. Ward
Beaumont, Texas.
Klbliev's Address.
Governor JossDh 11. Klbbey, of Art
zona, addressed the convention today
on "Water Users' Associations."
lie
is the attorney for the Salt River
Valley Water Users' association, an J
his address was of more than usual
strength owing to his familiarity
with the theme.
Other addresses at the afternoon
session were as follows:
"Municipal Irrigation Systems," L.
Jj. Dennett,
attorney for Modesto
irrigation district.
Irrigated
of
"The Settlement
Iands." W. J. McAllister, general
agent Southern Pacific, Denver, Colo
"Colonization in the West," C. M
agent,
general immigration
Mott.
Northern Pacific railway company

111.,
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"To Prison With Them" Is His
Motto When Working on Cases
of Corporation Law Break
ersFurther Prosecu
Hons Likely.

Forestor PInchot Will Show What
National Forest Service Is Do
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Edwin

Sims, the strenuous United States dis
trict attorney who made possible the
$29,240,000 fine against the Standard
Oil company, and who. bv strict in
herence to the Roosevelt policy .has
ingntenen tne Dig corporations Into
good behavior. Is a brother of Her
bert and Harry Sims, owners of the
Valley Ranch on the Upper Pecos
river in ftew Mexico.
In a recent Interview In ChtenoF.dwln S. Kints announced his policy

TO

QDESTiOl

Arguments Continued-Attorn- ey
General Fall Says Territory Will
Stand bv Purchasers of Lands.
Attorney Prltchard Moves
Case be Dismissed.

At 10 O'clock this mnrnlni h.r....
Judge Ira A. Abbott, sitting as United
States Judge In the second Judicial
district court, began the arguing
.ihe.. demurrers in the cases
railroads and corporations are mak- methods will without doubt make or the Lnited States versus the terlUi.xt Smoot. Who Delivered the ITiiiclml AiMi-chritory
Congress
at the Irrigation
of New Mexico, m. A. Otero,
ing a bona fide attempt to obey the It possible for the small merchant
A. A. Keen, George W.
Today.
law.
Prlchard. the
and manufacturer again to conduct American
Lumber
"In my Judgment, based ujion my his business
at a profit."
M. Carr.
Clark
cases, which
experience in this office, a continuThese
Mr. Sims is a man of tha Roose in
their Issues are closely connected.
ance of the policy Inaugurated by velt type.
He rises early
In the Involve
me
concerning
numerous
investlgn
most
Imoortant
the president will eventually result morning and works late at night. He to
trlnnlni. ...
ANOTHER DYNAMITING SULTAN DELIVERS
AN nons now unuer way lti Chicago.
the authority of the federal govin the
of competidoesn't believe In life In a Hat. He ernment
Is:
in its relation to the conduct
tion.
has a large family for a Chicagoan
"Keep right after them."
of affairs In the terrl toripj ami
rhA
No Destruction of Capital.
four children. He Uvps in Hyde park authority
Mr. Sims says that he does not lie
of the territories In trans"I do not mean bv that that large in a modest home, with a large lawn acting
IS
TO
ULTIMATUM TO
neve tne laws governing corporatio
on
business
acown
their
bodies
capital
of
will necessarily bo and Trult trees.
are perfe, but that th'Mr rigid en broken up. Investigations
The outcome of Hip... rau
by the
Twice this summer Mr. Sims at count.
forcement has already, com nelled rail government have demonstrated
will perhaps establish a
that tempted to take a vacation, but.eaoh
roads to reform and has renewed the the elimination of the
cases of a similar character
small mer- time he. was recalled from a tuning whereby
confidence of the people in th ability chant
that ma -V coma" nn' In
FRANCE
... lha ,,,.... ...m
and
Wilt
small manufacturer Is not trip Dy urgent matters In his office. be
of the government to control the big wholly
Judged.
due
to
the
comfact
his
system
that
It was through hla
of atav
trusts.
of the defendants Is In nn
fich
petitor
was a large corporation, but Ing with each detail of his work
un
way or another connected with
In conclusion Mr. Sims points out
thethe fact that the large corpora- til completed that he made possible transfer
a new era in control of corporations to
from the terrl torv tn inaleiation used Illegal methods in crushing the greatest fine
In
history.
was
Chicago Store Blown Up and Its Either Recognize Him as ami restoration
It
uals
for money of school lands and
oi competition in the small dealer and manufacturer characteristic of him
that he took lands awarded to various territorial
Dusiness.
business.
me oiggest indictment against the educational
Sitting at his office desk h nnused out of rigorous
Institutions.
Police Allege Revenge
If the deRuler or Fight to
enforcement
of the 'standard Oil company first and dls fendants should
long enough In his preparations for law A which
win In the
arguwill prevent the Illegal posed of that. The others will be ments on the
a
g
campaign
fall
demurrer,
of
to crushing of competition and unfair comparatively easy.
tha strenuas Cause.
Finish'.
ous work of Assistant United
way:
States
Attorney McHarg and several special
'The policy of my office w 111 be
Inspectors, for several months past,
rigid enforcement of all the laws.
will be for naught, excent that tha
"Violators of federal mi ut-- . large
MYSTERY SURROUNDS
MATTER REFERRED '
or.sma.l, corporate oi IniWVlTJtSf! WH PRUSSIA WILL PAY BIG UNIONS OF OLD MEXICO agents themselves wm draw a stlp- THIS FOURTH EXPLOSION '
TO WORLD POWERS De neu to a strict accountability,
If the federal of1lo.mr-?X,iT;- i
,i,
No Favorites.
there probably will follow a series of
"Large corporations which violate
legal battles In the courts of New
Chicago, 111., Sept. 4. An exploREWARDS FOR
GIVE AID TO
Paris. Sept. 4. "Ubre Parole" de the law will be treated In exactly the
Mexico.
same way as we treat the mall roo
sion at 3 o'clock this morning wreck- Clares that the cabinet has consider
Preliminary UUcumJou.
ed the store of Stanley It. Graham, ed a proposition made to General ber or the counterfeiter
In
the preliminary
iimn..inn
"The time has gone by when the
dealer in paints and wall paper at Drude, commanding
French
the
which
preceeded the hearing of tha
140 North State street. No one was forces at Casa lilanca, by Mullal Ha size or wealth or influence of an of
arguments,
Mca.rir.
Ormsbv
niulat.
Injured.
The explosion Is believed llg, that If the signatures of the Al fending corporation can be success
ant attorney general
f the United
to have been caused with gunpowder geciras convention agreement reeog rully used to protect it from prose
Mtates. stated that It was the wish of
cution for Its Illegal acts.
and Is attributed to "dynamiters" nize Mil la I Hang as sultan of Moroc
the government to settle tha
who have been, according to the po- co. he will undertake to restore or
"Prosecutions by this office are not
and without any sensationlice, trying to revenge themselves up- dir. He asks as a pledge of good instituted and carried on simply be Wants Men
Who Derailed The American Organizations amicably
alism whatever.
He explained that
on Chicago gamblers.
Why Graham f.tlth, that the powers permit him to cause a corporation is a corporation
the
federal government did not wish
should have been selected as a vic- nave the arms
and ammunition nut necause we discover that It
Train
Today
Injuring
There
me
Subscribe
Money
iiunrrei witn
territory of New
which are detained at Mogador, and violating the law.
tim is unknown.
Mexico and hinted fit ln IHcfi thot
says .that if the proposition Is not
"The corporate form of doing busl
Cause in Obx-uro- .
the
territory
Eleven
People.
could
well
be dismissed
For
Is
accepted,
he
will
Cause.
ness
preach
holy
without doubt the most eon
the
The explosion occurred at an hour
from ,the case entirely, but that such
venlent and the only practical form.
when no one was in the store, and war.
dismissal
In
no
would
wav
affect tha
The cabinet. I.lbre Parole says, has
"One of the fundamental dltllcul
though families reside above the
case ugainst the other defendants
resolved to place the matter before ties with the present situation, how ATTEMPT TO KILL ONE
business house, the dynamite charge the
with
the exceDtlon of nnri
w
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
poers. but at the same time it ever, Is that the xtate and federal
was not the Graham
place alone,
Pilchard, who was attorney
Illustrated
general
was not placed so as to cause them was decided to send General Drude laws for the regulation and control
OF
of
KAISER'S
FAMILY
the
territory
Tonight Uiitord Pinchot, United any
brought
WILL
and
CROSS
into
BORDER cae by reason
the
of artillery of corporations have not kept pac
injury, the apparent object be- further reinforcements
of the position
States forester, will deliver an ad
nn me ueveiopment or corpora
to wreck has no connection with ana colonial troops rrom Senegal.
held as attorney general for the pur-he
dress on "The National Forest Ser- ing gamblers
tions.
Serious, Kiigugeiiicnt.
pose of summons only.
In any way, hence there
with stereoptlcon the
vice." illustrated
Herlin,
Sept.
4. The
Prussian
Mexico City.
SeDt. 4. Amri,.a-- i
"The laws which deal with indiis considerable speculation as to the
Admiral rnilDert, In further re viduals
mill Territory Alike.
views.
labor
organizations
are
In
railroad
Krowth
of
the
administration
Mexico
has
centuries
offered
a
have
porting
cause
on
fight,
Attorney General A. B. Pall,
of
Sunday's
the explosion.
states the and have therefore reached a high
whn
The convention Is getting rlghl
been
in
asked
the
few
last
days
to
fought
represents
Moors
young
per
reward
discovery
for
a
desperate
The
with
tha
most
of
fact
man
who
the
territory, replied that
that
the
down to business and all matters are
to the suuuort of the strik- the territory was
perfection.
contribute
Owing to a sons who
before they were dispersed degree of
as
being handled with despatch. All the has in the past been employed in a courage
Just
much
wrecked the St. Petersburg- ing commercial telegraphers In the
of laws, which properly regulate .,,
In the issues In question as
Le i w ee
sessions until Saturday will occupy gaming house. now resides above y tne trench. The French cruisers lack
tSlIttUJOIIUIg
r.ji near
tne corporation, the Individual, act and in,Rebfelde,
Mates.
the other defendants and that If tha
every moment allotted to them, the Graham's store. Is the cause of the) Glare and Guerdon participated In Ing
Herlin shortly be. Liiiieo
through
here,
is
It
said
bv
en
corporation,
the
is
those
case
know,
engagement,
who
firing
against
the
police
sixty
shells.
in
"get
belief
thethe territory were dis- the
even"
greater part of the entertainment of ory.
fore midnight, resulting in eleven be- that several thousand
rour French soldiers were wounded abled byto do many things which if ing
me oiner defendants should
Injured. It Is presumed that it been raised In the City ofdollars had be
visitor, being allowed to remain over
done
him
individually
bo
would
Mexico
in
The fanatics fought with reckless
dismissed also. Ha mnlntnlna.!
was the work of anarchist
or Ru
until after the convention adjourn?
last week for the aid of the that the federal government
bravery, but were eventually forced unlawful.
1111YAX TO liKGIX
had no
slou revolutionists, who hoped to kill the
strikers.
to
retire
real
repeated
Interest and that h wished in
under
Ought
the
sweeping
to
Not
lie.
SI KA KING CAMPAIGN'. cnarges
a member of the Imperial family who
IT It KM KN IN.iri.FI IN
The
movement
or tne French soldier and
was
among
convince
started
government
the
was
that
the
ought
oe
to
on
"This
be.
to
not
cor
The
tne train.
C.ASOI.INK KXPLOSION
saiu
New York. Sept.
4. Announcethe railroad unions, and since that territory had acted within Its auth
New York, Sept. 4. An exploding ment was made today that William J. the withering fire from the warships poration Is a creature of the law
Work of Wreckers.
It
time
spread
has
to
ority
every
in
naruor.
me
almost
in
the
business
transactions
and the state laws providing for Its
tank of gasoline in the cellar of a Hryan will begin a tour of speech
That the work was that of wreck union In the republic. Several of the
hlch have been the cause of tha
The fighting was started by the creation and the national laws regu
burning
on Havemeyer making in New York state In October
building
there Is not the slightest doubt. railroad employs yesterday were sur- present action. Judge Fall further
street in Rrooklyn today caused seri under the auspices of the New York Arabs attacking a French reeonnolt- - lating Its conduct of interstate com- ers,
of the rails had been loosened prised to have a list spread out betated that Governor Cn rrv wu a n vf
eilng party, which hail been sent out merce should be such as to make it Some muny
ous Injury to live firemen. Two may progressive democratic league.
ties had been piled across fore them and usked to contribute. the man to submit to dictation and
anil which was speedily reinforced practically impossible for It to act and
die.
Railroad men here are contributing that as far as he was to oe rimmm.
with five companies of infantry and Uegally without forfeiting Its char the track Just the other side of th from
The fire broke out In the cellar of YFJTKKAX OF TWO
125 up. The same Is true. It is ed In the matter he felt sure the gov- Iron. In order, If the train
two batteries of artillery.
Detacha tenement, where a large quantity
ter or its right to carry on Inter loosened
said,
WAILS
of all other railroad centers In cmot wiiuiu Hianu, nrm ror an ImTODAY.
passed
spot,
IIK1
over
the
first
to
wreck
ments of Simhls.
African
Hussars
commerce.
of gasoline was stored. The firemen
state
partial conduct of the case. Judg
Mexico.
on the ties.
Charleston. S. C, Sept. 4. Cap and the Irregular AlEerlan cavnlrv
had Hooded the cellar with water
The public is undoubtedly very it The
Kail also read several communicaHenry Brown, a veteran of the l"o participated In the engagement. thoroughly
Futliusiu-sii- i
train was moving at a usual
la
Mexico.
necesto
and were rolling out the tank of gas tain
aroused
as
the
tions from the denartment ff lnt,,Hni
speed,
of
rate
Mexican and civil wars, died here J ne flench force. Admiral
hal the wreckers
Thousands of dollars will iro nut or at
sity of a more thorough regulation done their workandnearer
oline when the explosion occurred.
Washington, the import of which
today, aged 80. He was the inventor reports, behaved with the Phtlbert
entrance
the
greatest of corporations
Mexico
from
Americans
in
the
next
was that the laws of th
the curve, there would undoubtedforritr.ru.
il the pell oouy.
gallantry.
week
proper
to
the
1IOTFI;
'I believ.. that many of the radi to
In
authorities
the
and
the territorial law officers were
have been many deaths.
As It Lnited States.
cal and socialistic Ideas which have ly
TOTALLY DINTKOYF.I)
to
was,
engineer
saw
on
the
nandle the cases of althe ties
The aupiturt In Mexico Is as en- iiuauneu
been advanced were due to the be the track
Ohio. Sept. 4.
leged land frauds and that the
and shut off steam. His thusiastic
House, one of the leading holeln
lief that the government was unable
as it Is in the
United
of
by
the
was
territory should be
train
derailed
the
loosened
STEVE
ADAMS
WILL
MANSFIELD'S
BE
WIDOW
TO to cope with conditions and deal with track, and thrown Into the ditch, but States.
on this Island, was totally destroyed
looked to remedy such difficulties.
great corporate combinations,
is a fight to win," said one of
by fire late last night, together with
"It
.Mo
prompt
any
vex to Dismiss.
more
action saved
most of its contents. The guests were
railroad employes this morning,
It has been demonstrated that this his
Former Attornev r.nnenl nun...
consequences than Injuries to the
"and
compelled to leave the burning strucstrongest
Is not the fact. The president's firm serious
the
man
will
win.
The
W.
Prlchard, addressed the court and
passengers, all of whom will strikers, I am in a position to
DEFENDED BY
GET HIS ENTIRE
ture hastily anil few saved their beand active determination to enforce eleven
know, was
understanding th;i
h
have good financial standing. They was toof bothedismissed1
longings. No one was injured.
all of the laws has. without doubt recover.
t once from the
of
ithe
imperial
The
member
are not worrying about starving.
restored the confidence of the small ily who was suonosed to be on fam
case,
I
but
U.
Assistant
S.
Attorney
the
RF.CF.IVF.il XMF.1
have heard direct this morning that General McHarg objected
business man to a very large degree
to
had delayed his trip and was even
this.
FOIl OHIO (DMI'AXV
J he president
the miners' union In the differ- Thereupon Mr.
ill
his campaign train,
ESTATE
on
asked the
tiie
wrecked
train.
hot
4
Ilecaus-oent
Sept.
cities of the west had appropriat- court to sustain Pilchard
Ohio,
conjurations
against
Cincinnati.
f
and
the
demurrer,
but
ed a large amount. The same thing the court deferred action in
the mysterious disappearance
illegal trusts has demonstrated that
in
matNew York of Seward
has taken place uinong other unions. ter, stating that he wished the
Ileydelbaeh.
the government as It now exists has COl'KT OK OURS MI)V
Property and Insurance Hold sufficient
to
hear
president of the Fabian Manufacturtelegraphers
FXIIVMFD IN KANSAS
"The
power to punish any offend
will not strike, the arguments first.
ing Co.. In this city. M. E. Moch, was His Trial Will Begin In Wal
er no matter how great and power
Topeka. Kan.. Sept. 4. Judge but will give the strikers financial
How loinils Were Kohl.
ings Were Smaller Than
today appointed receiver of that conf ul.
in
Smith Mcpherson
the federal support and the railroads dare not
After the preliminary
discussion.
cern and placed under bend f six
they
demand
accept
K.
W.
People.
today,
an
that
provid
Dohson, who is one of the atDemand
of
order
commercial
lurt
issued
lace. Idaho. Next
hundred thousand dollars.
Generally Believed.
of the body messages for fear that they will walk torneys for the defendants, began ar"The people have carefully studied ing for t lie exhumation
gument on the demurrer.
K. Perkins, of Iiw- - out."
the o ll.'sl ion and will without doubt of the late Douis
lie preWeek.
In railroad circles In this city It faced the argument by a sketch
rence, Kan., in a suit brought by tindemand
the
and
national
of
state
that
Is
FIRE CHIEF KIllS
believed
company
the
history
will
that
strike
the
Life
corn
Insurance
of
Mutual
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the
school
legislatures
land grants
enact laws to regulate New York, in
ma joiK. Sept. 4 The contents
company Per- to a crisis In the next few days.
of the territory and the acts of legwhich
corporations.
the
of
conduct
Wallace, Idaho, Sept. 4. Clarence of the will left by Richard Mans
islation relating to this subject. He
His
'To my mind laws which hold the kins had a policy for lluD.Om).
mow, accompanied liv Charles H. liehl have been made public hero by directors
brought suit against the com
showed how the public land selecting
WIFE'S PARAMOUR Moer,
and officers of corporations heirs
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president of the Western Fed Irving Diltenhofter,
payment
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board
the
of
the
had selected 1, 320,01)0 acres
responsible
for oltenses
has in mlividuallv
for the educational and other public
eration of Miners, and Fred Miller. charge Mantleld's legal who
they know the corporation is olicy. The insurance company
affairs.
The which
attorney of Spokane, arrived to- uses
to
of
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stomach
the territory according to the
mniitling. ami provide for Impris
provisions of un act of congress proDayton, Ohio. Sent. 4. Fire. Chief lay In Wallace f ir the nurnose of will was made n
Tne entlre onment, will go a long way toward xamined for traces of poison, hold
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tefending Steve Adams, whose trial estate is left to Mrs. M.tnstield whi solving
ing
for
that
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suicde.
committed
such selection; he showed
B. H. Miller, of Franklin. Ohio, !
the problem.
of killing Fred Taj lor is made the sole executrix.
that there was no question that thesi
shot and instantly killed J. H. n the
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next
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row
and he will leave. In a day or two.
ami thousands stood oY th
tiuu.OOu.
the government a number of the 1843.
uu..ns
oi.eeu
uie services.
( Continued oa 1ul 1'our.)
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Illinois Central Men Expect
President to Lose His
Position.
New York, Sept. 4. The fighting
factions In the Illinois Central, or. to
reprelie more exact,
of the righting factions,
sentatives
took notice of President Harahan's
Chicago stand upon dignity, and the
decision of the spokesman of the
Harriman directors that Stuyvesant
.Fish didn't really hit Mr. Harahan.
but simply choked him and cuffed
him and tossed him aside.
Comment on the combat was more
general and more vigorous than on
the preceding; day. Some of it was
to the effect that the end of the conflict marked the beginning of the end
of Mr. Harahan's presidency of the
Illinois Central. That was from Harriman sources. From the Fish side
rame many terse remarks on the
With Mr. Fish
arahan statement.
himself, the episode was treated as
a matter of action, rather than
words.
Not Improwd by "Dignity."
Fish adherents let fall many loose
remarks about Mr. Harahan's contention that "Dignity would not permit him to publicly discuss personal
matters." None of these had to do
with the split Infinitive, but all were
redundant with rhetoric, caustic and
personal. On the statement of Mr.
Harahan that Mr. Fish's actions had
severed their friendship several years
prior to 1906, they produced facts.
It became known that the version
of the combat In which Mr. Fish was
reported as simplv choking and cuffing Mr. arahan. came from one of
the Harriman directors, who left the
meeting before the physical contact
Among Mr. Harahan's
occurred.
friends there was a disposition to regard this second diversion of the affray as Incredible. Mr. Harahan is
a strong and powerful man, one of
them said, had been a section boss
in his time, and had generally matured In a more athletic environment
than Mr. Fish's surroundings in the
effete east.
It was fair to him to believe that
he had been jarred by a Quick and
powerful blow, but inexplicable that
he should remain quiescent while
being cuffed and shaken around,
llarrinian May Bounce Him.
Minor memtiers of the Harriman
following expressed no approval of
from any
Mr. Harahan's position
standpoint.
Whatever may be said
Mr. Harriman, they contended, is a
fighter who has never been known
to quail or shrink before any one.
There was speculation among them
as to whether, under the clrcum
stances. Mr. Harriman would care to
retain Mr. Harahan in otllce. Atten
tion was called to reports current af
ter the Illinois Central meeting last
November that Mr. Harahan would
be president of the Illinois Central
for a year longer
None of the main members of the
Harriman party would discuss the
case for publication.
non-fighti- ng
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El I'aso, Tex., Kept. 4. Conductor
Charles Lewis, who is well known In
Albuquerque, of the Southwestern has
mysteriously disappeared
from his
home in this city and his where- ubouts are unknown. He has not
been seen so far as known by anyone
iiuon, when he stood laming ciieer-noowhen he stool talking cheerfully with a brakeman of his crew
on San Antonio street.
This waa about 4 o'clock Friday,
and the two men parted on San Antonio street, and since that time no
word has been heard of the missing
man and his disappearance is as
complete ns if the earth had opened
and swallowed him.
Mr. Lewis was to have gone out
on his run Friday night at 8 o'clock
and the call boy from the Southwest
em was the first to discover his ab- Hence,
ine Doy cauea at nis nome
to call him for the trip and was told
there that Mr. Lewis had not been
home to supper.
The boy made a search for him
about town In the places where he
usually was found, but without avail.
No one had seen him since 4 o'clock
or before.
Sctuvli Made.
As Friday night wore on his family became worried at his
and on Sai'irday friends f
Mr. Lewis made a search of the Jails
Pa-sof El
and Juarez, thinking that
he might have got Into trouble and
was
been locked up. Their search
unavailing, the missing man not be
any
In
ing found
of t.ie Jails.
yesterday the matter was reported
to the police and they are working
or. the case.
the family or Mr.
Lewis fear that he has met with four
piny, as he was knwn to nave had
n fu"m of monev
him at lne tlme
of his disappearance.
Mr. Lewis is one of the oldest con- ductors in the employ of the South- western.
He was injured several
weeks ago ln a wreck of a G. Ii.
train near Sanderson while he was
on his way to San Antonio with his
wife.
The latter was also injured
and returned only last week from a
trip to California, whore she went
following her recovery from the acci
dent.
n,

SKKYICK ON
SANTA FK CEXTHAL.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 4. Railway
Is
to be established oil
mail service
MAIL

the Santa Fe Central at an early
date. This will be good news to the
people of the Kstancla valley as It
is something which they huve been
patiently waiting for for the pat two
yea rs.
General Manager S. H. lirlmsnaw
has been notified by Still P. Taft, su
perintendent of the railway mall ser
vice at Washington, that the service
Is to be established.
The actual
work of Installing the clerks will be
looked after by Chief Clerk Putney
of the railway mail service, whose
headquarters are at Denver, and
whose Jurisdiction extends over me
entire west.
I understand.
General
stated
Manager Grinrshaw today, "that sub
on
put
at first
be
will
stltute clerks
and later these will be made regular
clerks. There will be a clerk each
for trains Nob. 1 and 2. All mail
handled along the line and especially
between local points will be distributed and handled wit hthe utmost dis
We have two combination
patch.
mail and baggage cars now in use
on our line, so there will be no cause
for delay on our part. We are ready
whenever the postolnce department
is."
It Is expected that the service will
be In operation within ten or fifteen

PERSONAL

Paragraphs

lef. as evening f"i j't.me.

Clarence Wheeler, of Iis Vegas.
left lan evening for St. Iiuis.
H. I. Hallett. of Watrous. was In
Las Vegas today on a business trip.
D. (. Itayless and
sister. Pansy,
left for their home at Columbia, Mo.,
last night.
John L. Zimmerman and wife, of
Las Vegas, left last evening for a
trip to Santa Fe.
Dr. M. F. Desmarais, of Las Vegas,
left this afternoon for a visit to Colo-tad- o
and St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Whiting of Ar
kansas City, arrived In Las Vegas last
evening for a visit there.
AValter Slpf, of Ijm Vegaa, left this
afternoon for Milwaukee. Wis., where
he will remain for some time.
R. A. Franz left this afternoon for
his home at Clifton, Ariz., after a
short visit with his mother and sis
ters In Las Vegas.
Captain C. It. Gill, of Las Crures.
Is in Santa Fe from
his southern
home. He has business before the
I'nlted States district court.
John It. DeMler. a member of the
territoilal penitentiary commission,
I
In
Fe from his home at Ala-gordo on cfficlal business.
Jos. Jordan, of St. Louis, who Is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. F. Ilarth- els, In Las Vegas, made a trip to Al
buquerque on the limited this morn

Conductor Lewis Has Mot
Been Seen Since Last
Friday.

wctm sdat,

hal W. R. Forbes, of Albuquerque,
and Vicente Ortiz, of Gallsteo, signed the citizenship papers ns witnesses, both having known Mr. Dunbar
for a number of years.
Mis Edna E. IWgfr, of Helen,
who has been V'.lting
Miss Stella
Slo.i:, in S.tnt i'tt lor a week past,
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the desert He the salt beds, where
the previous whiteness of the landscape changes to a glaring sparkie
of the salt crystals. So closely are
these crystals packed fngether that
they form a strong roadbed for the
In building the line this
railroad.
hard level surface required no baltrack-laying
was a simple
lasting;
and rapid operation, in placing telegraph poles, however. It was necessary to blast out the salt, whose
rock-lik- e
hardness made it impossible to dig d'wn the required 8 feet.
This distance of 8 feet for the telegraph poles Is the deepest bore which
has so far been made In the deposit,
Is not yet
so that Its true depth
known. With no greater depth than
this the commercial value of this salt
deposit, which Is said to be 5 per
cetit pure, is very large.
There Is a theory that this deposit
drains underground to the Great Salt
Lake. This Is borne out by the fact
that the salt beds are 27 feet higher
than the lake, with the slope toward
the lake. More than this, the sait
deposit contains moisture, for ties and
telegraph poles Inbedded in it become
moist to a point 4 or 5 Inches above
the surface. This also argues an underground stream since the air is too
dry to furnish enough moisture for
this. Placer claims are already staked out on the salt beds.

CITIZEN.
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

EVENING

ing.
Col. Secundlno Romero and family
nr,d Mrs. John Roach of La Junta,
returned to Las Vegas vesterdav
from a trip to the ranch at El Cuer
vo.
Dr. James A. Massle Is expected to
this week. He ha been for some time

return to Santa Fe the latter part ot

She

:

.

1

Colorado

and

Southern

passenger

train will!" h ing taken to Trinidad,
Colo., from th" owens ranch In
was the cause of
her death, and the hail been In a

feeble condition for mme time past.
She was 84 years of age.
Four convicts were discharged this
morning from the territorial penitentiary, having served their terms of
in prison men t. All were from Colfax
county and were sentenced to serve
one year and a day each. Those re
leased and the crimes of which they
ere convicted are as follows: Wil
liam Allen, larceny; Arthur Davis,
forgery; J. o. Slade, larceny,
and
George O'Neill, larcenv.
Governor Geo. Curry has nnnalnt.
Vincent It. May, of Las Cruces. n
member of the boa.d of regents of
the New Mexico College of Agricul
ture and Mechanic Arts, at Mesllla
Park, vice Jose R. Lucero. who has
served in that caoacltv for flvp venrs
and whose term had expired. Mr.
Lucero declined
being the efficient sheriff of Dona Ana
ounty and finding that the import
ant duties of that position gave him
no nme to attend properly
to the
duties of regent of the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
Edward Crosslc was Ink en to
Trinidad, Colo., from Clavton. N. M..
suffering from Injuries caused by be- ig run over Dy
a Colorado and
Southern train. Roth feet were terribly crushed and otherwise Injured.
He was taken to the hospital where
his limbs were amputated and his
condition Is critical.
The accident
happened while Crosslc was walking
oown me track near the stat on at
layton. He was watching the an.
proach of a train on an adjoining
track and did not hear the engine
pproachlng behind him.
I
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MOOSIC Lira

CABIN

WK are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen Cabinets, th
There is nothing to
most convenient and
cabinet made.
equal It near the price we are quoting.
Made of solid oak, and will not split
or warp In the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosler" has a place for everything
Enables you to do your kitchen work in half
needed in preparing a meal.
the usual time, and with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and see them.
W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque, N. M.
S20 and up. $5 down and 50c a week.

1

visiting at his old home In Toronto,
Canada.
T. C. McDermott. proprietor of the
hotel at Faywood Hot Springs. Grant
c imty, a famous health resort, ar
rived In Santa Fo last evening from
toe south.
Major R. C. Rankin returned to
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon from
(.'amp Perry, Ohio, wnere
he
has
been In attendance at the national
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are
guard shoot.
good for any one who needs a pill.
W. E. Martin, the efficient clerk
Id by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
of the third judicial district court,
and one of the principal hustler for
"'j; ,s','c,orro fair- is ln S;,n,a Fc

o

i

Have YOU Been In

stop-

ped off at A hiiquerqiie
en
route,
J s K. Chaves anil
win re Mi.' jil
wife, f New Y ' It 'i'v. who are on
an extended
their way to 1'ilm
Visit.
Mrs. Rebecca Davis,
mother of
Mrs. John Koosa and Mrs,
T.
E.
Owens, died Sunday morning on the
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Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

Write in for
Catalogue ami Prices

J. D. rafctn. President
Vlca Prwldw

O. Giomt,

AiS?8Eg?

Chu. Mellal,

O. Richecal,

UtntArj

TrASrr;.

Consolidated Liquor Company
ouocesaori to
CAK' V. and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLMALK DCALCR IN

MEUNI

&

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

insnop j. .Mills KendricK, or tne
Episcopal diocese of New Mexico,
wnose headquarters
are In El i'aso,
The graduates of the Tyler
W
vtrythlaa la stock to outfit tbo
Texas, was among yesterday's ariiv- - mercial College, Tvler, Texas, Com
draw
mo it fastidious bar eomplata
als in Santa he.
ttie largest salaries of any business
Engineer Vernon L. ollege graduates In the state. The
Territorial
Have been appo'Ttted exclutiv agents In the touthwatt far Jea. ,
Sullivan loft this mornlne for nolnts eu.son Is plain. This school elves
Schlitz, Wm. I.emp and St. Louis A. B. C. Brewarlea; Yallowatone,
jn jjan Juan county, whither he goes the most thorough, complete, and ex- Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Csdar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Men.
to inspect sorae Irrigation
projects
nsive courses of stenography, te- arch, and jther standard brands of whiakles too numerous ta mantlet.
egraphy, and business training to be
under contemplation.
With our advan
Misses Adalira Montova and Elvira found anywhere.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
'
tages of the modern famous Byrne
Haca, of San Antonio, have returned
Bat sell the straight article aa received by us from
beat X laeriee.
ystems of bookkeeping and short
to Santa Fe to resume their studies
Distilleries and Breweries ln tae UDlted btat a. Call and lotsaet ear
at Loretto Academy, which reopened hand we reduce the time required for
completing a course from two to four
Rtoci and Prlc- or writ (or Illustrated Cttalvgue and I tie Ut
.OWEIt PASSENGER RATE
yesterday for the term of 1907-days.
INCItEASES REVENUE
over
months
Is
required
othwhat
ln
Issued to dealers only.
tt C A FIsL-of Kunta Vo nr- Minneapolis, Minn SeP';
Mln" rived In Ui Vegas tr.day on a 'visit er schools. We give the student the
FACTORS OF PROSPERITY ON"
training and experience that enables
nesota sailrouds are getting more to her mother
and sisters, Mrs. E. D. him
LINES revenue
ROCK I.sLAND-FRIStto go into and hold the better UOtXJxmOSoe)oexoe
passenger business at Fran and daughters.
Miss Adelaide
entitled the new from
circular,
An interesting
2 cents a mile than
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of positions vacated by exper
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of
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and
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Wheeler.
Rock
Prosperity
in
the
of
"Factors
rate.
they did last year at the1
ienced neip, and draw a good salary
Island-Frisc- o
May,
B.
Lns
Vincent
at
States of America," This
merchant
trom tne nrst. The advanced salary
shown In the sworn state
yho was appointed a memhas been Issued by the passenger de ment Is
of Thomas Yapp, statistician of Cruces,
that our students draw over the sal
partment of the system. The "Rock the State
ber of the Board of Regents of the aries
bv graduates of other
Warehouse
and
Railroad
island-Frisc- o
States of America" are commission, made after an examina New Mexico College of Agriculture schoolsreceived
would make It cheaper for
Is
in
Arts,
Mechanic
and
Santa
Fe.
the eighteen states and territnries
reports made by railroads of
the student to attend our
and
Illinois, Minnesota, SoutJi Dakota, tion of
David Martinez, farmer and fruit pay the full rate of tuitionschool
tate for May and June, since the
than to
Kansas, Arkansas, Mississippi, Louis- the
at
Valarde,
raiser
well known attend another school with tuition
and
a
new
effect.
went
into
rates
iana, Indian Territory, New .aexlco,
The total passenger earnings ln clt'zen of that section, was among free.
Iowa, Indiana, Missouri, Nebraska, May
We mention the salaries of a few
and June of this year consider those who arrived ln Santa Fe yester
ICt me paper and paint yonr
Texas
Colorado, Tennessee, Alabama,
h
of tne pas day to attend to business before the of our students who were but a few
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house.
guaranteed.
Satisfaction
and Oklahoma in which the Rock ably
court.
district
senger
en
revenue
ago
of
roads
for
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Prompt
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without
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course
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year
Valley
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heavy
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practical
training
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director
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were
and
able
not
circular describes In detail in an en- excursion travel that does not occur Ranch company, owners of the Valley
earn t2a per month:
A young
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.
tertaining way the resources and In May and June. Mr. Yapp's affi lai.ch resort on the Upper Pecos, at
idy who worked In her brother'fe
productions of these states and terri- davit is one of a number which have tended to business for his company In store
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finished
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month.
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at
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lArthur Bacn is a new clerk at the Another young lady, who was not
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Husiness on ten rail
arning anything and could not pa
old Las Vegas postoffice, taking the
States;"
that made public:
"Rock Island-Frisc- o
821 North First Street.
Phone No. 489
operating in Minnesota since place of Lul E. Armljo, on of Deputy ner tuition, was placed in school by
seventeen of these states and terrl roads
1st
May
of last
has amounted Assessor Armijo, who is in Roswell, some friends of her father. She is
torles In 1905 produced 56 per cent the
an increase over last where he is attending the New Mex- now drawing Jl.liUO per year. Ali
of the wheat grown In the I'nlted to $1,139,402,
of $152,078. This is at the rate ico military institute.
en ner lady wno was not earning a
States; that they contain six of the year
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ent, finished our course, is drawing
markets;
Eugene
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that of
ten primary grain
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Van
Colonel
year.
average
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cent.
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roads
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who was working on a farm us
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at Las Cruces, arrived in Santa
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school and his first four
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both
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before the United
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tan, attorney for the State Board of that
He is now earning from
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testimony regarding
the
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back of the circular Is a large map road are on a strike and train serv it turned and
to Las Vegas this afternoon
mlie rate. The evidence taken shows of the Rock Island-Frisc- o
States Ice in that division is tied up. The from a trip to Albuquerque and the enrolled with us during the past
years. No other school In America
that practically the same railroad and other maps showing the areas men have been out since last Friday oulhern part of the territory,
an show such salaries from students
and population conditions exist in
which various commodities are night. As the malls are held up in
Mrs. F. Islas, of Las Cruces, and Just from school.
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returned
children
grades
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curve
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practical
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Ing statistical tables,
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a son of Mrs. graduates of bookkeeping andforshortMr. Lowe
roads would not be at any greater
no hua. The cause of the strike is un Lowe.
4.
today
Chicago,
Sept.
After
Islas.
expense In the handling of passen- advertisement may be placed on known.
h and.
gers at 2 cents a mile than would freight or passenger cars by shippers
Max Nordhaus, of Las Vegas, vice
Write for and read our $100 guar
manager
general
of
president
the Nebraska roads. This will be or others, a rule prohibiting
and
THE
antee on page two of our catalog.
E. L. Knight, of the engineering
them
shown before the board, .September 3. which was adopted by the Master department of the Santa Fe. Is ln the the Charles Ilfeld company. Is In Sun No other school will back their ad
- vertising with such a guaranty.
Is
to
marbe
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Fe.
Mr.
Nordhaus
Tycity
taking
visiting
Knight,
222
of
ef
with Mrs.
Car Hullders" association
ROAInFJ OF SALT FOH
feet Sept. 1. It has been the custom West Silver avenue. Mr. Knight has M"! on Thursday of this week to ler Commercial College, Tyler, Texas.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
G0114VK WIXTKKN PACIFIC. of thousand-- t of shippers of carload had the hot Job of superintending the Miss JJcrtha Staab, daughter of A.
AS
u GltOW OLD
At a point about 120 miles west freight to put advertisements of their construction of a new eating house
of Salt Lake Cltv on the new line of goods on the sides of all cars after at Needles. Cal.. during the summer
I':oftor ZoYin S. R. Hammett ar
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Roofing
the Western Pacific is a great area of being loaded. Frequently thw num He says that oftentimes during the rived at the United States Indian The Kidneys Need Constant Hclp- Albuqiierque l'eoplo Depend on
of the cars were partly covered summer the thermometer registered training school at Santa Fe last even
salt beds eight miles wide and forty
a
causing
long".
ing from ervllleta. with
detach
120 there.
Immediately west of Salt up by the advertisements.
Douu'h Kidney
miles
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Hunt of twenty boys and girls from
trouble for the railway employes and
First and Marquette
Iake City, the line of the road skirts tending
Pueblos,
constant
for
the
Taos
The
to delay the transportation
Plcuris
strain of busy life
tha
and
Man
the southern end of the Oreat Salt
comes
Word
General
from
la'.-.Lake, crossing it at one point for a of the cars. Several cases are re ager A. G. Wells of the Santa Fe 1'Hit .d States Indian training school. Wears out the kidneys, and In
years.
distance of six miles. At mile post corded where railway employes and that he is making a satisfactory re- Catarino Armljo, cashier of the
rOeX)X3ttaX3tXDrOe)Of
overy at the California hospital in well known and reliable Rohman's The kidneys cry for help.
80 It enters the great American des- others have been entangled by ban
cars becoming partially de Los Angeles, though it is necessarily bank, a sulid financial institution at
lrt backs will ache, day In, day out;
ert and for the stretch of nearly forty ners on some
persons
being drawn low. Some four weeks ago he sub- - Ias Cruet", was among todays ar L'rinary ilia will add their weight of
miles crosses a vast sea of alkali. tached.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
woe,
gleaming in dazzling whiteness In all under the cars and killed and others mitted to an operation for append!- - rivals in Santa Fe. He was sub
Injured.
severely
of
the
western
end
directions. Near
i;ls, the trouble being of a seriou.- poenaed as a witness oeiore me L'ntil the kidneys have the help they
j
R. R. HALL. Rroprftor
need.
United States grand jury in session
nature.
Iron end Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care, Shaft-in- .
Ud the kidneys with Doan's Kidnuy
there now.
Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal: Columns en J lroa
There were less cars In the local
Pills.
is now
M. G. Fields, of Indiana.
yards at 9:30 o'clock than there ha:i employed us chief clerk at the wood ltestore a perfect filtering of the
Q
Fronts for Buildings.
M
been at anv time within the past six preserving works at Las egas In tne
blood.
Mmohinory m polmitt
Ropairm on Minim "
'"
months. The total would not number Place recently vacated by Tildeii Cure the sick kidneys when they're I Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque,
la.
N.
g
fifty.
tick.
tew
who resigned for a
this
lays rest before leaving for I rbanii Albuquerque people endorse
The United States fish commission to resume his studies at the Culver
great remedy.
will leave Pueblo today with a car
T. A. Harnett, retired, llvinsr at 914
The first symptom of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a little sore or f small trout for the streams of sity of Illinois.
touth r.roadwny, Albuquerque, N. M ,
superintendent of siiys:
11. H. Johnson,
BUILDERS' AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
ulcer which does not always excite suspicion because of its insignihcar.ce ; New .Mexico.
"For years I have been more
agency at Dul or
the
school
Indian
and
less troubled with kidney combut as the poison becomes more firmly rooted in the blood, the tuouth r.tvi
Two new engines for the Tonopah ce. Rio Arriba county, is in niiii:i re plaint,
more
becoming
the
ailment
spots appear, a rash breaks out on the
v
passed Ion business before the United States jironounced than ever about two years
throat ulcerate, copper-colore- d
and Tidewater
railroad
mie and Cliltnuti Lumber, slieru ln- - illiaiu INiInt None Uet-te- r.
through the city today for the west.
listrict
court. He was accompanit'
to come out, glands in the neck and groins swell, and oil
my
the hair
ago.
having
pains
ln
Hesldes
Itiiililina; 1'aiHT, Planter, I.iine, Cement,
Spier,
M.
a'W.
Ralph
Aspens
las Such, Doorx, I'M:,
and
ulcerating sures lorm on me iimos, nancis or l.ice, Lut this is not all: i
and a general weakness extend
NOTIC1
FOU I,llJLIC.VriONr
employes at the school, who also back
Kte.. Kte.
my
my
hips
ing
condition
down,
from
to
is
causing
allowed
down
and
bones,
poison
remain
works
it
attacks the
the
have business before the court.
was so that any little exertion would
of the Interior, Land Of'
necrosis or decay, and makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. It Department
District Court Clerk Francis
M.
N.
tice
at
Fe.
tire me so that I would have to sit
Santa
C. BALDRIDCE
423 South
will not do to tamper with a disease so powerful as Contagious Blood Poison
grant
Fe
Wilson,
ut
Santa
19.
1907
August
down and rest.
There was also a
for every" day the virus remains in the blood the trouble is tiroirressir.ir
Notice Is hereby given that Cres I c.l final citizenship papers to William too frequent action of the kidney se
Dunbar, ,. of Estaniia. Mr. Dunbar cretions, disturbing my rest as ortn
clicrp a ni mi Jv i n t b n A m L.,..l ...li a r.v , Vi .t e n elo Martin,
of Cabezon. N. M..' has
tmrirl o nnr liiti.rpmiit
'
,,..
I,
l
u
L..,.v.
.,.. 1.., r.lsr
b. Contagious
......
.. ,,
iitru u.'inc Ji
At times 1
is ten times a night.
iiiiciliiuu in iiMinci
any treatment. 1 uere is but one certain, reliable cure
Ul.'i final
lor
five year proof In support of his cent ral New Mexico has resided In had no control at all over the secreremedy
greatest
of all blood purifiers. This
Poison, and that is S. S. S., the
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. this country for ten years. He Is
tions, this being so during the day
A. C. Iill.K KE and JOHN S. MITCHEXL Invite their friends to make
1, made January 24, 1905, for the native of Glasgow, Scotland, but was a
attacks the disease in the right way by goin down into the blood an
well as at night.
About a year
a
beoomlng
7
8,
desirous
Township
80,
of
Section
and
New Mexico headquarters at
ago
to
good
I
learn
fortune
the
forcing out every particle of the poison. It makes the blood pure and rn.;i. lots
had
!fi N., Range 6 W
and that said citizen of the United States. He ! if Doan's Kidney Pills and procured
Strengthens the diitercnt parts of the body, tones up the svstem and curt-- proof
of tw
will be made before H. W. S. married and Is the father
say
can
I
drug
store.
hem at the
this hu:ul'.i.it:r. and destructive disorder permanently. The improvement t'tero, U. S. court commissioner, at bright children. Deputy U. S. Mar that
no medicine ever afforded ine
comr.tences as aoon as the patient gets under the influence of S. S. S f.nd A 'bnoueriiue, N. M., on October 5,
he
benefit derived from them. They
1907.
continues until every vestige of the poison is driven from the blood, and t'.i"
have spared me a great deal of anLos Angeles, California
IK- - names the following witnesses
PILLS noyance and Inconvenience and thy
sufferer completely restored to health. S. b. S. is not an experiment, it is a to prove his continuous residence up MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
to
the
give
strength
tone
and
only
not
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
6ucvess and has c tred thousands of cases of Contagious blood Poison in on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
kidneys, but Invigorate me generally. '
Montoya, of Ilernalillo,
i ii. t mi it.
an d banian " i.
every ftae, r.nd being entirely free from minerals, is a safe as well as certain N. Francisco
attention to gueits Is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
Price 60
For Bale by all dealers.
M.; Eugenio Chavei, of liernallllo,
tt. ii'" ll.tfi rr 1. It- fe.
Fosler-Milbur- n
Co., HutT.i'o,
treatment. If vou are suflenn with this debasing disease get the peist
(rtrlftt Mutuant"""' (M'liM Ot 'ents.
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
.
M.; Elias Montoya, of Sandoval,
X. Y., sole agents
for the UnlteJ
out of yo-.:- '..!ood with S. S. S before it doe9 further damage. Special hom N. M.; Jos; Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
f,r!i
im'...' it rt'tutH
t
states.
i.U
te
M.
ueilnieit liut ca the d.seae nd medical advice sent free to all who
r
ail1!
ii r
name
Doan's
the
Kemember
OTERO,
MANUEL
R.
;
.til
TRE SY7IFT SFfCIFIC CO., ATLANTA, Ga.
No. 29 ,yjSOaXaxtxX3SX)aXC
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MINES LUMBER SUPPLY SCRUBS

ARIZONA

AND

MAKING GOOD

DAUGHltR-IN-LA- W

Kelvin, Arlr... Sept. 4. Pinal coun- The
Is attracting wide attention.
act that the largest body of copper
ore In the world ha been uncovered
at Kelvin has been the cause of giving that section wide publicity.
Henry Heard state In a letter that
of
he has mild the Oklahoma group
claims in Plnnl county to the proper
ty of the Altt Central Copper company. It Is stated on reliable authority that the ltothschlkls Intend to
develop and operate one of the largest copper mines in Arizona.
At Toml-4ono- .
One of the largest mining deals
In Cochise counthat has been made years,
is being
ty in a number of
consummated In the Dos Cabezas
mining district, whereby the Mascot
Copper Co. Is securing an option on
all of the larger group of claims In
that district, already having secured
some fifty claims and the amount Involved reaches about $1,000,000.
The Mascot Copper Co., whloh has
taken hold of these properties In the
district, is a corporation
Dos Oabt-zaformed under the territorial laws,
organized
was
last June. Its capand
italization Is placed at 110,000.000
divided Into 1. (too, 000 shares at par
value of $10. The principal place of
business Is given as Dos Cabeaas. All
the officers are prominent capitalists
of Salt Lake City, Utah.
At Tuixoti.
Tucson Consolidated Co.,
The
the Old
which recently purchased
Pueblo mines and Incorporated two
Its
other groups, is completing
buildings on the Old Pueblo properties, five miles west of Tucson. This
company has a force of men working
on the Purcell group west of the
Itanner, 30 miles west of Tucson.
This company has $25,000 in the development fund, with Col. Flckett
manager.
Recent visitors to Twin Hutte, In
Pima county, report that very substantial progress is being made by
Superintendent McDermott on the
The ?haft Is
SenatO! Morgan shaft.
down to the 500 feet level and
have, been cut at 400 and 509.
On the BOO, where ore was struck, a
very fine grade of ore is showing.
Samples show high In copper values.
At Preirem.
W. H. Knight, president and general manager of the Knight Copper
of
Co., Is enthused over a strike
manganese ore made In the new
working shaft on the Owl group of
mine", located about
of a mile south o7 Humboldt. The
ore body at a depth of 10 feet Is 4
feet In thickness. Work Is also being
pushed In a crosscut tunnel which Is
now Into the mountain a distance of
In a schist and
1S0 feet. The ledge
porphyry contact that cuts through
can
be traced
mountains,
and
the
and
over a mile in a northeasterly
southwesterly direction. Work will be
leadon
a
days
a
few
road
started In
ing from Humboldt to the camp.
Twelve miles south of Prescott In
the Hassayampa district, the Independence mine has proven well under the management of J. A. Forbes.
At Iloroniv.
Thirty-thre- e
mining claims,
on Copper creek. In the Table
Mountain district, about ten miles
north of Mammoth, were sold this
week to an English syndicate, headed by Engineer McKenzle, of Chi
cago. The purchase price Is $100,000.
10 per cent of which was paid in
cash. The balance of the payments
will be made in throe
stallments.
Development work on these properties will be inaugurated at once.
The new hoist at the Golden Eagle
Is set up and In operation. There has
recently been opened up some splen
did ore on the 400 foot level.
The Ironwood & Arizona Is making
splendid progress, the permanent ore
bxly having been found on the other
dike. At a depth of about 150 feet a
crosscut was run through the dike
aiid a good body of ore encountered.
The final instalment of material
foi the pipe line and hoisting
ma
chinery of the Two Queens mines,
passed tnrough here recently. Also a
iot of rails. Late reports frm these
mines are very favorable.
s
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IaIlh In the Canal Zone.
The high wages paid make it a
mighty temptation to our young ar
tlsans to Join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It is the knowing onesthose who have used Electric Hitters,
who go there without this fear, we'.l
knowing they are sife from malari
ous influence with Electric Hitters on
hand. Cures blood po!sn too. It i
iousness, weakness and all stomach,
liver and kidney troubles. Guaran
teed by all drugirists. Sue.

Washington, D. C. Sept. 4. A
point In the Industrial progress of
the United States has now been
reached where development of the
country Is made, not In the face of
the forest but with Us essential aid.
The old process of exhausting the
supply of timber in a region and
then seeking new fields Is practically
over.
Already the lumber Industry
Is turning back
A
on Its tracks.
quality of timber Is eagerly sought
years
In the lake states which a few
ago was ignored as utterly worthless.
and In the south the whole pine region Is being gone over In a close
search for the old field pine, a tree
once despised but now bought up at
prices much higher than those formerly paid for the magnificent timber of the virgin forests.
A publication Just Issued by the
department of agriculture,
entitled
National Forests and the Lumber
part
Supply," defines the important
which the national forests are destin
ed to play in the economic develop
ment of the country, especially that
of New Mexico and the southwest.
Abuses have grown up under the
laws which provide for the disposi
tion of public land, notably the segre
gation of large holdings of timber-lan- d
for speculative purposes. Tim
ber from the national forests is now
purchased by the thousand
board
feet, and payment Is made upon the
actual scale of the logs when cut.
Two dollars and a half per thousand
feet Is comparatively low as present
charges go. but since the cut ranges
from 5.000 to 20,000 fet per acre,
the government receives from five to
twenty times as much for the timber
as It did under the timber and stone
act.
Public Demands.
Public opinion now demands, not
dispose
that the government shou-lof its remaining timberlands as rap- Idly as possible and leave it to private enterprise to exploit the forest
hastily, but that what remains of the
national forests should be more con
servatively used. The government
has been forced Into the lumber
business solely in order that a supply of forest products may be guar
anteed to future generations.
Probaibly 65 per cent of the total
stand of merchantable timber within the forests is located on the Pacific coast, where for a long time the
enormous supply of privately owned
tmber will satisfy most of the de
mand. This more accessible private
timber Burrounded the forests as the
meat of an apple surrounds the core
It has been entirely eaten away In
many places, while in others it Is
locked up by speculators. The thing
to remember, then, is that this Im
mense body of public timber Is there
as a great reserve against the time
when private timberlands will be de
pleted. and for use as a weapon
against monopoly.
Kfftvt on Price.
The first effect of national forests
upon prices, particularly where there
is still a great deal of available tim
ber, is to raise the price of outside
stumpage toward its actual value by
withdrawing
the excess supply of
timber from the market.
But later, as the supply of timber
dwindles and values are forced up
ward by speculative holdings, the ef
feet of the forests will be to check
the advance of prices.
In the virgin forest, growth is just
aoout balanced hv decay. In the
western forests.
however,
natural
deterioration Is greatly augmented by
usually
do most
forest fires. The fires
harm by damaging
merchantable
timber, but, great as this injury Is
vastly more actual loss In forest
wealth results from the yearly burn
lug over of the grass and under
growth of the forest. Ground fires
do not consume the large trees, but
they destroy seedlings outright and
injure growing trees so that they
quickly decay. Finally, the forest
floor, composed of a mold of needles,
twigs, and mosses, is burned away.
Future Importance.
Far beyond the present influence
of the national forests upon the lumber supply will be their Importance
in the future.
The United States is
now facing a shortage in the stock
of available timber. The yield from
the national forests will aid greatly
to bridge over the period in which
mature timber will be lacking, a
period which will last from the time
the old trees are gone until the young
trees are large enough to take their
places.
The definite result, therefore, of the
sale of timber from the forests will
be to sustain the lumber business,
to maintain a steady rango of timber
values and so discourage speculation,
and. far more important still, steadily
to further the uninterrupted development of the great industries dependent upon wood.
low-pric- ed

J.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

Any Help From Alan Who Robbed
Her of Her Husband.

Fire Insurance

Aganta for the beat tire
Insurance companies. Telephone u the amount you
want on your residence
and household good: It
la dangaroua to delay.
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Is up to
date. Prices reasonable.
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FOR SALE A

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the installment plan. Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty
for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.

dJQ C(A Three

room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

$1700

Will buy a 5 room cottage, with 2 lots, close in.
$200 cash and balance in payments to suit pur

chaser with 8 per cent interest
I'm,

$9000

Anna llmvcrly IVnsc. limglitcr-ln-laof Mini"
of
millionaire Mliti-luand former kIici-Hof t'xk-co- ,
uliu ak I a
im more.
Chicago, Sept. 4. This Is a story ahe said, "but I would rather not
of love, happiness, dlMlluaiunnu'iit, ask him to help his poor relations.
poverty, misery and hope.
"All Jimmle and I ask Is a chance
Mrs. Anna Howerly Pease whose to care for ourselves, and father
father-in-laPease has given us this. It is hard
"Jim" Pease,
of Cook county and millionaire poli- work sometimes .1 am hardly strong
tician, lives in a lover street palace, enough to do it. I think that some
man ought to be made to clean out
has experienced all.
She has tasted the bitterest dregs these cuspidors. Sometimes, when I
In life's cup of woe.
come
home from work I am so sick
She has felt
Its keenest Joys and sorrows. Brave- and tired that I cannot eat or sleep.
ly she has met many a crisis that But Jimmle can go to school on that
would cause others to destroy them- S 4 5 I get. When we get the alimony
selves.
Through it all she has forc- we will be able to give him a good
ed a smile, and her eyes still twinkle, education.
Then it will all be worth
while."
for she lives in hope.
Anna Bowerly, one time beautiful
Husband Desert itl Her.
Will Pease met Anna Bowerly 15
belle of the 24th ward set, through
years ago and fell a victim to her
the kindness of her father-in-lalabors each day harder than many flashing black eyes. Soon after the
men.
birth of their child he took up poWith her mop and broom twice a litical work. The puce, he set causday she scrubs floors and cleans cus- ed his downfall. His name is selpidors In the filthiest building In Chi- dom mentioned In the mansion on
cago the criminal court.
Dover street. He deserted the wife
This heartbreaking labor which and child later and she has since
has brought wrinkles to her face supported herself and baby.
eight years she
and reddened her hands, pays her
For more than
$45 a month.
She is free. She has refused to file suit for divorce, beobtained a divorce from William, cause she feared another woman.
the reckless son of "Jim" Pease, the Then she found her health falling.
millionaire politician, and she Is Fearing that she might some day
making a living for herself and take sick and be unable to educate
"Jim" Pease. Jr.
the boy she asked for alimony.
Living in seclusion In the cheap
lrefcrH Work.
so
Is
flat, whose location
work,
which
does
this
She
little three-rooarduous that It often forces the tears Is known only to a few most intimate
to her eyes In preference of accepting friends. Anna Bowerly Is saving a
gratltuitles.
little each month to educate "Jim"
"I know Father Pease would do Pease, Jr., whom she hopes to see
any thing for me and little Jlmmle," a man of power like his grandfather.
.Mrs
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Two business lots on corner. A bargain.
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The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

Clarkville
Coal Yard
All Wind

This

week only.

Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspep
sia, a combination of natural dlgest- anls and vegetable acids, digests the
food Itself and gives strength and
health to the stomach. Pleasant to
take. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

w

of coal and wood.

20

i

B ARNETT7

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Ptot.

mAMPLa: AND.
CLUB 900M9

West Railroad Avenue

No breaking in
needed

JOHN S. BEAVEN,
PIIOXE 4.
ANTIIIIACITF all sizes.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
MILLWOOD.
KIXDLINO.
MOUNTAIN

WOOD.

m

If You Want A

Toil PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

Oil 30 Day Approval.
The Leggett & Plait No. 1 spring
Department of the Interior, Land Of- never sags. vegetable. The Japa
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 2U. nese down mattress never packs or
lumps. Full size mattress rug weigh
1SII)7.
25 lbs. We will take your old spring
part payment.
Telephone
376.
in
Notice is hereby given that Miguel Fut.relle
Furniture Company, West
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
has tiled notice of his intention to End Viaduct.
o
make final five year proof In support
Had Tetter for Ttdity Yewr.
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 9473, made May 25, 1906, for
I have suffered with
tetter for
the EV4, SW14, Lots 3 and 4. Section thirty years and have tried almost
7, Township ION.. Range 6E., and countless remedies with little, if any,
Three boxes of Chamberthat said proof will be made before relief.
Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County lain's Salve cured me. It was a tor
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October a, ture. It breaks out a little some
1907.
times, but nothing to what it used
He names the following witnesses to do. D. H. Beach. Midland City.
to prove his continuous residence upAla. Chamberlain's Salve is for sale
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: by All Druggists.
Frederlo Gallegos. Darlo Chavez,
Jaramlllo,
Jose Lion
Venceslado
Card signs. "Ttonfrit ror Rent.'
Grlego, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
"Board," etc., for sale
the office of
MANUEL It. OTEBO,
Evening Citizen.
The
Register.
At
Don't neglect your stomach.
the first indication of trouble take1
something that will help It along In
you
Ms work of digesting the food
eat. Kodol for Indigestion and dyspepsia will do this. So i by J. II
OKIi-ll-

&

Co.

CAN YOU BEAT THIS?

Plumber
Telephone No. 61

The Standard

iih

'Itltnds
tht foot

in the way of bakery products? Certain It Is that you'll travel many a

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from

'he

start.

The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles ;md the
svils of thin soles aie prevented
by the Red Cress. It
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are :nables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
right.
:omfort.
A stylish
Standard Plumbing Heating Go
sioe that's
Williams' XDdlun Pi.. absolutely
Trill cure bUnd
SDr.
lu'lilc.
ami
romfortcble
Piles. Imliinrl'stue tumor..
ammaammmmmm

uluys the ilchiuaf at hh e. ur
as a noulllre, l'w instant "
Nearly all cough cures. especially M
iief.
Dr. Wiloums' Inrtinn Pilu Olj
1
those that contain opiates. are consment is prepared for Piles and i'.cV
Cough
r'.ve.y ik
tipating. Kennedy's Laxative
Inn rf ihr pr'vnit) p.irts
Uv dnu'tfi'.ts. hi nin'l on r
i:irrnt,t.
Syrup contains no
and acts
M
nt prl''cent. Bm I.O. wiLLIf tO
gently on the
Pleasant to rHnt
(d'tllUCTHfllNfi fl Prop., fit vHaii'i rmi.
take. For sale by J. H. O'Kielly
f OK BALE BT 1. TANN e. SOU.
Co.
-
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taunt Oil Bluckw
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Famous

Important.
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St. Louis

63E&ViBAIi5
LIQUOR

BREWING CO., St. Louis, U. S. A.

COMPANY,

Albuquerque.

Distributors,

SSj Bottled Only

mt thm

Brewery in St. Louie.

Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Railroad Avtaua

Phi

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

MR

OQUCHS
OLDS

Kn

PRICE
j

To Colorado and

east-

ern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 3 1st
Rates to principal points.
Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

re-tu- rn

CURE tks LUNGS

and

cor. eg
air-tiu-

THE AMERICAN

0

KILL the COUCH

in contact only with copper, tin lined and enameleu surfaces. It is brewed in
Throuchout its entire process of brew ing- ami bottline,
scrupulously clean c.,piT vessels, then piied through hlo. k tin ipea to enameled Bteel tanki where it is aized and layered tor at least six
bottlins machines, where it is filled otf into thoroughly cleansed and
months; then piped auain throuph Llork tin pipes to
Absolutely Free From Adulterants and Preservatives.
W
use only the Finest Grade ol IMPORTED BOHEMIAN HOPS.
sterilized bottle.
-
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Pre-Eminen-

PIONKKR BAKERY
107 Booth Fir
Boot.

SB

Jkr
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x fords,

Quality and Purity are

weary nilla to even equal our oakes,
pies, pastry, rolLs. etc. Our foods
are always In demand, because thos
who know appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

(

WHEN DRINKING BEER

CONSOLIDATED

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real te
for the paat JO yeara,
without a tingle Iota to
loaner. Safety and aatla-factito both partlea.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

333

m

Summer, Secy.

Telephone 10

219 West Gold

S4.00

TXBHtS&

M. R.

THItFTfC.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

Future Needs.

Producers.
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Millionaire's Son's Wife Don't Want

Attention of Country Being What Government Is Doing
Toward Providing For
Attracted to Many Good

three-quarte-

.

CITIZEN.

WONT TAKE ANY OF HIS CASH

FOREST

KtStHVtS

SHOWNG

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.
St. Paul or Minneapolis and

return $52.10.

Tickets on
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14. 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for

fit PA

Iflil

BuUls free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
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T. E. PUROY, Agent,
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LIKE THE RISING SUN

I'niled yiatfs Marshal C. M. For- passenger
iker was a southbound
last night.
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
Horn, last nitiht to Mr. and Mrs.
.North
Second
'i
Fllsuorth. of
street, a girl baby.
W. X. Howden. recently of Victor,
St'RStltllTlOX KATES.
Colo., has accepted a clerkship in
$5.00
Alvarado curio rooms.
the
i
One your by mail In mlvnncp
.50
Anona Council No. 1, Degree ofg
One month liy mall
60 Pocahontas will hold a regular nioet-IOne month by carrier within city limits
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs I. Cox and Mr. and
Enteral ns second clns matter at the Postofltcc of Albuquerque, X. M., Mrs.
C. A. Hudson have returned
andcr Act of Congress of March 8, 1870.
from a three days' picnic In the Man- zano mountains.
The only lllustrntoxl dully ncwpnper In New Mexico ami the best
The regular services of the congre
nietlluni of the Southwest.
gation Albert will be Held at the tem- le 'at 7:45 o clock Krlday evening,
THE ALIVQVERQl"K CITIZEN IS:
lev. Kdward Chapman will ofliciate.
wtv-vnpcSonthwert.
of the
dally and weekly
Tlx lending
A stated communltion of Temple
,odge No. 6, A. F. and A. M. will be
Tle sulvitcate of llrpubllcan principles and the "Square Deal."
held at the hall Thursday wevening.
orK in
ptember "th. at 8 o'clock,
THE AMll Ql EnQl F CITIZEN HAS:
Hy order or w.
M. M. degree.
Mexico.
In
New
Tlie flnot equlpc1 job department
Frank H. Moore, acting secretary.
The latest reimrts by Associated ITojw and Auxiliary News Service.
Mr. and Mrs. (1. I. Kyle, of Grants,
N. M.. are In the city attending court.
"WE GET THE NEWS IlItST."
Mr. Kyle Is agent for the S.mta Fe-it Grants and proprietor of Uie ioitec Ijime company, wnicn company
owns some of the finest lime kilns

(Continued From Pose One.)
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Every once In a while some eastern paper breaks out with 3:1 expose of
some munt or other among our American aristocrat and generally after
reading the oaid expose, one is excusable if he feels a Blight well a slight
Illness.
The latest stunt of this sort Is a little treatise on cigars by the New York
Press.
Now down here in New Mexico some people smoke cigarettes and some
Those
And thoe who do not as a rule smoke a cigar or a pipe.
do not.
Those who can afford
who smoke a cigar generally call for a five center.
to go one better, consider that they are real wicked when they buy three for

a quarter.

But for their benefit that they may know Just how plebinn they are
Just how little they know about the real thing and in order to make them feel
Its
Just as bad as possible, the following from the Press is reproduced.
enough to make a man quick smoking:
"Among the old Jokes exploded In recent years is that based on the asPerhaps the aversumption that no woman can buy her husband's cigars.
age matron falls when she tries to select smokes exclusively for her lord's
use, but it nevertheless is a fact that most of society's chatelaines have as
cigars offered to their men guests
much to do with choosing the after-dinnForemost among them in knowledge of good
as with selecting food Itself.
She always buys the same kind, a brand
tobacco Is Mrs. Stuyvesar.t Fish.
reserved exclusively for her use, so far as this hemisphere is concerned, and
.Although she easily might pay
Bold In Europe only to a few noble families.
enormous amounts for the cigars always to be had at the C'rossways, she stuShe buys them at the wholesale price and
diously refrains from doing so.
pays precisely $60 a hundred for them. Of course, they would be $1 cigars
Hut the wealthy woman's frugality doubtless Is to be
If purchased at retail.
commended when one reflects that the society novelist would not think of
Mrs.
asking any of her characters to smoke a cigar costing less than $5.
Fish's cigars Include panatelas, conchas and lnvlnclbles. and are of various
It Is whispered that
degrees of strength, but are all of the one quality.
most men who dine in the Crossways stuff a few cigars into their pockets before they leave the matron's smoking room.
"Mrs. Reginald C. Vanderbllt Is not quite as economical as Mrs. Fish,
for she pays from $75 to $100 a hundred for the cigars served to her guests.
Her husband Is not a heavy smoker, and she Insists that he confine himself to
light smokes.
Ha never takes anything with more tobacco In it than a
Moreover, the
panatela, and as a rule he restricts himself to the cadet size.
Hut Mrs. Vanderbllt is
cigars he mokes are the mildest of the mild.
a shrewd enough hostess, to know that not all men can be put off with such
light offerings on Nicotina's altar. Therefore her humidors hold cigars of
The sort for which she pays $100 are
all kinds, from mildest to strongest.
as black as the nroverbial SDade ace and strong enough to stand alone. It is
a favorite diversion of seasoned smokers who visit the Vamletollts to lure an
unsuspecting youth Into puffing one of the strongest weeds in the collection
No matter how many years
and then sit back and watch his discomfiture.
the young man may have been a smoker, he Is sure to succumb to one of
Mrs.
those big black fellows. A few whiffs and he Is ready for retirement.
One of her friends is
Vanderbilt does not approve of smoking by women.
She
a Russian noblewoman with all the small foibles of the czar's court.
cigar that the young Ameriwould be o wretched without her after-dinncan matron makes an exception in her case, but as a rule Mrs. Vanderbilt
makes no attempt to conceal her disapproval when a woman smokes in her
presence."
er

er

Up to Congress
The
The Washington Herald sees trouble ahead for the next congress.
Herald gets Its information from deductions drawn from a recent Interview
I'ncle Joe
In New York. said to have been given out by Uncle Joe Cannon.
has a reputation for not talking unless he has something to say so It is rea
aonable to believe that there will be something doing when congress meets,
I'ncle Joe Cannon Is of the
if the deductions of the Herald are correct.
opinion that there will be no important Issues before congress, but has he
The Herald aptly remarks:
figured on the president's message?
theory of the functions of congress
"What may be termed the stand-pa- t
is voiced by Speaker Cannon in an interview with a New York Herald man
The speaker said he knew of no important legislation that was likely to come
up at the approaching session.
Of course, there would be the usual mes-sage from the president, but 'It would be a crime If congress should do any
thing at this tHne to upset business, and It might make mistakes in half a
The Job of providing money for the operation of the govern
dozen ways.'
mem Is in Itself a pretty big undertaking, and the speaker rather Intimated
that the time of congress would be too largely occupied with money bills to
be able to tackle large legislative projects:
" There will probably be a billion-dollsession, taking Into considera
Estimates will be sent in for amounts
tion the continuing appropriation,
largely In excess of that, and the work of apportioning this money wisely and
so as to give the maximum bent to the American public is In itself quite
a task In statesmanship.'
"To statesmen of the Cannon school the mxim, 'Pass the appropriation
bills and go home,' is a wis guide of action on the eve of a presidential elec
tion; but will it wholly satisfy a strenuous 5ecutlve, full of reform project
and with only eighteen months more possibly to serve in the White House
Will it even satisfy the people of the country, when such vital matters as
currency reform, tariff revision, the reform of the land laws, the amendment
law, not to mention many others, press for settleof the Sherman anti-tru-

of the
The annual convention
teachers of the New Mexico EducaCongregaof
the
association
tional
tional church will begin tomorrowv
at the Congregational cnurcn ai
o'clock. Sessions will be held morning anil afternoon.
Among the assets of the estate of
the late J. H. ltlchardson, for wnicn
administrators were appoinieu yesterday, is a block of $10,000 worth
jir.
f stock In a foreign orewery.
ltlchardson will be rememDereu as
being the owner of the Colonel Vost
property In the northern part of the
Ity. He left an estate worm
000.
Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Kirster, of
South Second street, expect to leavea
this evening for New York City on
pleasure trip. Mr. Kirmer is senior
member of the firm of Kirster liros.,
igar manufacturers, ami while seek
ing pleasure in the east Mr. Kirster
will take a look at the tobacco market. They expect to be absent from
the city several weeks.
C. C. Crewson, who will succeed
O. D. Huzzell as foreman in the loarrived last
cal car repair shops,
night from St. IjouIs and today took
up the reins of nis new oince. jir.
Crewson comes to his new position
here from a large car works at St,
Louis, but previous to going there.
e
held a position w ith the Santa
at La Junta. He Is an expert cur- Mr. Huzzell, who left last
maker.
night for San Hernardlno, where he
goes to accept a position similar to
the one he held nere, was agreeaoiy
surprised yesterday by being presented with a silver set of thirty-tw- o pieces given him by his former sub- rdinates in tne local Mnops anu 01fices.

RIO PUERCO

WAS

FIFTEEN

FEET

DEEP

Deputy SlwrifT Montoya Whs lit Ford
www latncr nun roii were
Drowned.
Deputy Sheriff J. A. Montoya, who
returned to the city last night from
the western part of the county where
he went last week to serve summons
on witnesses for the territorial grand
Jury, savs that he was at Casa ila- zar on Friday a few minutes after
were
Itonito Armljo and his son
drowned. He was about to force his
which
horse into the Kin Puerco,
was very high, when a man rushed
up to him and safd for God's sake
don't try to cross that stream, a
man and a- boy were just drowned
feet
here. The water was fifteen
deep at the ford at Casa Silazar null
Mr. Montoya m horse refused to go 111
to it. The place where the drowning
miles
occurred is about sixty-fiv- e
west of Albuquerque, instead of forty
miles us .ftated yesterday.

FOR

IMMIGRANTS

ulited

show

by congress, which went to
in disposing of Its prop-

st

ses-lnn-

T

erty the territory looked to the best
Interests of the commonwealth.
No Violation of the Ijiw.
Attorney Dobson maintained
that
if there had been any fraud, conspirby
acy or collusion entered Into
the ft
territory nnd private parties purchasing the lands, It was not the place of
the Fnlted , States to bring suit
against the territory but the duty of
the educational and other institutions
of the territory for whose bene
fit these lands were set fllde to seek
erourse. He maintained
that the
business transactions In regard to the
selling or leasing of school lands to
company.
Lumper
the American
lark M. Carr nnd others was done
in strict accordance to the provision
of the law nnd that no fraud what- ver existed In the matter. He main
tained that the suit of the I'nlted
States to set aside the patents to
those lands and cancel the deeds, was
xceeding the authority of the feder
al government.
After this argument he procerneii
to cite cases bearing on the subject
and sought to show that in its dealings with public land transactions the
government was In the habit of re
specting the state laws and that the
territory was In a position to carry
on transaction on Its own accord.
Wldch Is Itoss?
The chief Issues of the present
case seem to be: First, whetheT or
not the United States has jurisdiction
over the school lands of the territories, nnd second, whether or not the
territories have clear title to such
lands and are qualified to dispose of
them in accordance with territorial
laws. Involving as it does the hand
ling of millions of acres In the terri
tories, this question Is of vast impor- ince nnd the present case win oe
watched with Interest by the country
at large.
W,
At the hearing In tne judge '
chambers this morning there gather- m.mv of the most prominent law- ers and business men of the city.
The chambers were crowded and
every nvailnhle chair in the court
house was brought In to accommodate the audience.
Territorial Olliclals Not
In summing ut his argument ai
the afternoon session of the hearing,
Attorney
maintained that
Dobson
there was no sane reason why M. A.
Oeorge W.
Otero, the
general,
Prichard,
the
commisand A. A. Keen, the
sioner, should be brought into the
case.
McIIarg inter
At this Attorney
rupted and asked how then could the
territory be sued if not through ter- itorlal officials.
Fall Hits nt McHiirjr.
Judge Fall answered this by say
ing that the territory could not be
sued legally at all and that It would
not be bound by any Judgment rend
ered.
proceeded with
Attorney Dobson
the
and reviewed
his argument
grounds on which the territory et
als were being sued by the United
States. He said that while the Uni
ted States dlil not wish to take land
away from the territory, the plaintiff
praved that the defendants be en- Joined from hereafter removing tim
ber from the lands in question as
in accordance with their contracts:
that they be restrained from making
any sales or assigning of said property; that an. accounting be made of
the timber already eut ana tne valuation of products sold, and be com
pelled to pay for the same to tne
United States, together with Interest
on the money; that the transfer of
the property be declared null ami
void and the leases or sales be

&

China Treasures
are usually acquired piece by p'ece, odd or in sets. We have some
"pick-ups- "
for you. And they're rare bargains. Prettiest
novelties In art wares ever offered for sale In this town. Exquisite designs and dainty decorations In china and glassware at
amazingly low prices. Heautiful dinner sets $10 and up. Handsome toilet sets $6.50 and up. Splendid values.

fine

H. Strong

and

Ammunition

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

FALL OPENING
and winter trade. We now take pleas- ure in announcing that we have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the
United States.
The Washington and Alfred Benjamin & Co.

Come, see our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
Suits and overcoatsthe clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the season's correct
hats. , Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

I'm-siiiii-

un-.ke- ly

'T. light
DU1

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
Good Gun

I

Attorney Dobson maintained that
the American Lumber company and
the Clark M. Carr et al, merely entered into a contract with the terri
tory for the timber on the school
land and did not buy the property.
I'hese contracts provide that the fun
grown timber tnereon oe cm wunin
a period of live years.
Policy of tiovcriiment.
He said these lancis were vested
absolutely in the territory which had
the power to enter into cuuiracia
which would benefit the Institutions
for which the grants were made. He
said the territory was following the
policy of the forest service in endeavoring to preserve the natural resources of the DUblic school lands
and that there had been 110 conspiracy or fraud in connection with the
letting of contracts for the tuning 01
timber from these lands. The Amerl-cu- n
Lumber company and Clark AI.
Carr, he avered, acted within their
understanding of the law in th.ir
deals with the territory and in reaiity
pay more for the use of the arJ
than the territory ha 1 uuthorily to
charge.
Jiciturg.
Lnclo Sum luureUHl !u
At the close of Attorney Doojoit s
argument. Assistant U. 6. Attorney
General Mellurg arose and audrewed
the court. He gald the suit ;n the
present Instance grew out of a violation of a United States statute. He
said the defendants are alleged to
have done certain things in violation
of the law in regard to laila in
which the United States has a i interest.
According to the laws in question
only (140 acres of school lands may
be leased to one person ami only IliO
acres sold to one person. He said
the sale of the timber on land which
was essentially timber land was virtually the sale of the land and that
in this respect the defendants were
alleged to be guilty.
that
in answer to the statement
the United States had no right to sue
one of her territories he stated that
the United Slates had the absolute
right to sue anything in a United
States court, and the grounds in the
present case were amply sufficient to
Justify the bringing of suits aguiilht
the defendants.
Lands Was Not Wholly filvrn Away.
Attorney M Harg maintained th;it
these school lands were not absolute
giants but that the federal governin
ment still retained an Interest
them and hid a certain Jurisdiction
over them. He defined the power of
the federal government over' the territories and colonies and said the
power thus held i exclusive. "The
j.eople of the United States are the
oxcrelgn owners of tne territories,
he sai l. He stated that In this case
the United States was suing for properly pure nnd simple.
At 4 o'clock. Attorney Mollarg had
n d finished h's argument.
It Is
that th hearing will be concluded todaj..
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El Paso. Tex.. Sept. 4. To :nake
tour of inspection along the Mexican
border ports with a view to standardizing the medical examination at the
different ports is the task on which
lr. J. W. Tappan, medical examln
er. stationed at the local Immigra
tion station, will start tomorrow.
His assignment to this duty was
received but recently and is said to
grow out of the fact that application
tor admission at one port have been
refused, and in a few days admitted
ut another port along the border.
To the department tills has indl
cated a lack of uniformity In the
medical examinations given the ap
pllcants for admission, for which 1
ment?
will be the mission of Dr. Tappan t
"While It Is true that many questions of national policy are determined suggest a remedv. As he has had
Ellis Is,
by aprpoprlatlon bills naval expansion, for example we do not think con- considerable experience at to
will try
make
gress should abdicate Its functions of deliberative legislation and become a land. Dr. Tappanalong
standard all
the border the
mere committee on appropriations
with one man to decide upon what pro- the
as
is
same
Island.
at
in
Ellis
force
country, but a very
jects the committee shall aot. As this Is not a stand-pa- t
He will go first to Naeo. later visit
progressive one, congress cannot expect to stand pat and win popular ap- Ing all the principal border points
proval.
And it should be the business, by the way, of an alert and aggres- such as Eagle Pass. Iiredo, Krowns
ville, Nogales and Douglas. He wil
sive minority to keep things stirred up during the coming
remain long enough at each place t
become familiar with the methods
It Is to be regretted that New Mexico has not a larger d legation In at- used in the different places and will
tendance at the National Irrigation eongrefs, which Is In session at Sacratie gone several weeks.
Dr. Sweet of Kort S'anlon, will u
mento, Calif.
This convention is the greatest of its kind an.l its effect upon
New Mex'co, which is here for Dr Tappan during his ah
Irrigation matters will probably be far reaching.
making wonderful strides in developing its farming resources, should take an scsice.
active part in all mutters pertaining to agriculture, particularly agriculture
TEM'XilSAPHIC M itKETS.
It Is to be hoped that the
by Irrigation as well as by dry farming methods.
St. I.oiiIh Wool Market.
next convention will be uttended by a large number of delegates from this
St. Louis. Sept. 4. Wool steady
c
Western and mediums 1IH 1i 2
territory.
tine medium IV 41 2 3c; tine liliilic
King Edward left a theater the other day because it "shocked his sense
Chlcauo Livestock.
Chicago, Sept. 4. Cattle receipts
of propriety." Since when has the King of England acquired such sensitive.4.0(01.
may
abi.ut
king's
Market steady to 10c
not
the
public
read of
ness of morals? The
smile and
action and
T.lir,; cows $1.30
again the chances are that those who read of the king's excuse for leaving lower. Heeves $4.1'i $3,
Ml
5.00; ca
steers
that theatre will smile as they recall a few escapades which were public ves Iti.OiiTexas
$ 4 .fiO 'a
fii 7.
western
property only a few years before Edward became a king. Had Edward left Mockers and feeders $ 2.6o 5.00. 6.00
the theatre because, it bored him, the Indulgent public would have believed
Sheep receipts about ITi.OOU. Mar
more firmly In his statements. King Edward as a man of the world, would ket steady. Western
$3.25 "i !.7
yearlings
too
well
reform,
$5.50 '! 6.3o ; lambs $5. no
never
so
to
a
wearer
as
lis
late
be
of
halo
bad but
not
the
'11 7.55.
7.50;
western
$5.00
course.
of
Kaii-w- s
in l,l'-- t k.
Kansas City, Sept. 4. Cattle re
The Kansas City Star ventures the assertion that the Kansas woman who
owes her butcher a meat bill of $183 mut have eaten meat three times a ceipts 14.0011. including l.ooo southerns. Market steady. Southern Bleers
day for a week.
$.f.2u ftra.Gu;
stockers una feeders
3.J5ii 5.4; bulls $2.5013.50; calves
furAlbuquerque
d.i!;g
some
4.511
is
It
for
5.00;
people,
favor
comet
The
another
western steers $4.00 it
.60: western cows $2.5O'n4.0o.
liishes a fair excuse for staying down town later than y.m ought to.
TOO I,TK TO CI.A"
Sheep receipts f.000. Market steady.
?!.M'UiMtiti t r. an 61
l:,rti.
for
til r.nr.i Foil KKXT Two' rooms
.to stagger the man on (7.40; range' wethers' $5.25 5.5; fed
The report that money is tight Is w
No invalids.
housekeeping.
a iniall salary.
ewes $4.50 5.40.
North Second gtrtet.
ar

j

spreads Its radiance the fame of our store for keeping, comfortable and durable furniture that Is made spreads nmong the
housekeepers In Albuquerque. We have a new nnd attractive
stock of furniture for fall ami winter ue that Is worthy the Inspection of the connols ur. Hugs at remarkably low prices.

H'-.-

tffiree for a Quarter

1

FURNITURE

Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Mair, of 219 (.irauite avenue, a boy
habv.

in New
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CASE U. S. VERSUS N.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

si:iTr:ir,rn

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

M. Mandell,

Crosset Shoes

Nettleton Fine Shoes

G

NOTICE FOH PUBLICATION'.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- llce at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19. 1907.
o
Notice Is hereby given that
Carabajal, of Atrisco, N. M.,
to
tiled
Intention
of
his
has
notice
make final flvo year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902,
for the K H NK Vi. K '.i SK lA. Section 3U, Township 11 N, Kange 2 W.,
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero, V. S. court commissioner, at A lbuquerque, N. M., on
October 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, tne land, viz
Juan Baca y Anoya. Komulo Chav
es. Juan Castas. Dotiaciano lapia, an
of Atrisco, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

B. RUPPE

Desl-deri-

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relieves Cold by working them out of
the system through copious and hsilthy
action of the bowsls.
Coughs by cle&nsing the
Relieves
mucous msmbrsnss of tha throat, chest

and bronchialtubes.
"At pleasant to tha tast
as Mapla Sugar"

Children Like
Fx

BACKACHE

OtWltfi KJdnei

J. II.

lid

WEAK KIDNEYS

Bladder

PUIs-- Sun

O HIKI LY & CO.

At Consistent

Prices

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK Of
COMMERCE.
NUE

jMtiMit&mim
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

ARE THE LOWEST
: OUR PRICES

FABBR'S
It ALBERT
.. Staab Building
Central Avenue

Trt

ind Safi
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214 Central Avenue

jj

The place to get any

R

E

thing in the line ot the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

j

and VEGETABLES

g
h

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

g
fe

building to another In many In
stances.
t.Vl n Wrsk for Tnit 8lKnv.
B
Tom Franklin Nye, manager of a
dramatic tent show, which wishes to
play here next week, appeared before
g
AFTER
the council and made a
plea for a cheap show llcen.-e- .
It
was decided that l.'iO for the week
wctil. I be a fair price to ch irge him
In view of the fact that Albuquerque
Is considered a good show town.
City Scavenger Mut Show Why.
A motion made bv Alderman Neu- stadt. requesting that City Scavenger
attend the next regular
Ordinances Passed. Officials ctMluhell
uncll meeting and show cause why
he should not be removed from ofReport. Licenses. Sidefice In view of the nuisance maintained at the city dumping ground. The
walks. Etc.. Discussed.
motion was carried. The report of
the special committee which invest!"
gated the situation and made its re
At the meeting of the city council port at the last meeting was reread
last tilRht there were present Mayor last night. No longer delay will be
Isher-wootolerated In compelling Mitchell to
McKee,
Aldermen Heaven.
Hanley, Hayden, Neustadt, remedy the existing conditions at the
Lcarnard. Wilkerson and the city of- dump or resign.
at 8:50
council adjourned
ficer. City Clerk Lee, Chief of Police p. The
in.
City Attorney Hlckey,
McMillin.
s,
Hurt-lesDepartment
Chief of the Fire
street Commissioner Tlerney
P and Hull
ling Inspector Whltcomb.
GRAND LODGE A.O.U.W.
A mimher of imall bills were orpaid
and the reports of the
dered
city officers were read.
City Clerk's Report.
WILL MEET HERE
H
This report showed that J573.T5
had been collected on licenses and
that there Is at present a balance of
$22,58::. S3 In the city treasury.
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Report- -

City Chemist John Weinzlrl took
this occasion to present his formal
resignation and to suggest that Professor J. K. Watson, of the University of New Mexico be appointed to
fill the vacancy.
The chemist's report on milk analysis for the month
was favorable to the
of August
dairies.
In acceptitiK Professor
Weinzirl's
resignation, upon the stiKKestlon of
Alderman Hanley. the council drew
up a resolution expressive of their
appreciation of the able services rendered by the city chemist during his
term of office, and regret that his call
to other parts made It necessary for
him to resign. It was further reWeinzlrl be
solved that Professor
provided with a signed copy of the
eulogistic resolution.
City Miirxlml's Reiort.
Arrests made during the month of
August, lod; meals served, 327; tines
collected, 1665.
City Engineer's lUKirt.
City Engineer Gladding reported
that line and grade for M83.5 feet of
cement sidewalk had been
given during the month. He also reported on the plans for the city sewerage system which are now practically ready. He exhibited after the
meeting a number of blue prints
showing cross sections of the proposed sewer at different points. It Is
evident from these prints that the
city engineer has thoroughly studied
tht? situation In regard to the sewer
system and has made careful provisions for the slight grades In certain parts of the city. The conncll-me- n
expressed themselves as satisfied
with the work and will go ahead
with construction of the system at
the earliest possible moment.
Report of Itulldiiig I nspiH'tor.
A. M. Whltcomb,
the building,
light and fuel Inspector,
reported
building
permits had been
that six
Kranted during the month; valuation
$2. "Ml; 20 plumbing certificates; 16
electric Inspections and 7 street and
alley openings.
ItoiH)rt of City riijsU-lnn- .
reported
There were 27 deaths
during the month of August and 15
births. No new cases of contageous
diseases were reported.
New Street l.ljiht.s.
In this connection and upon the
recommendation of Alderman Hay-detwo new street lights were authorised to be placed, one at the corner of Twelfth street and New York
avenue and one t the corner of
Fourteenth street and Itomn avenue.
Oiilinanees Pnwd.
Ordinance 3i)2, relating to trash
boxes In alleys and providing that
these shall be 20 Inches In width. 4
feet In depth and 6 feet In length.
was read for the third t;me and
passed.
Ordinance 333, which provides for
the placing of buckets and barrels on
the Coal avenue viaduct, to be used
In case of fire, was passed after Its
third reading.
Ordinance 394, on gambllr.g licenses, providing that all i'censes
shall expire on January 1, 1SJ4, that
the rate be $25 a month per game
and that the licenses be dated the
first of the month In which they are
Issued, was also given a third reading
and passed.
856,
An amendment to Ordinance
possible ti take out a
making
it
monthly skating rink license Instead
of quarterly, was paed.
Dog Owii r (ilven an Inning.
City Clerk I.ee stated that complaints of certain clog owners had
been made to him that they had paid
double for dog licenses. Owing to
the
the confusion resulting from
fact that the first of August is the
dog
beginning of the year as far as
licenses are concerned, a number of
people have paid for licenses twice.
to give
The clerk was authorized
credit on account to such persons as
produced receipts showing that they
had laid twice.
City to llullcl fcidcwalks.
Mayor McKee urged again last
night that the delinquents who are
delaying to build sidewalks be ruthlessly pursued and that the city take
the matter in hand and begin building wrnif of these
walks Itself,
charging the cost to the property
owners. Street Commissioner Tlerney
state. t that he already had an almost
complete list of those who were delaying to build and that by the next
rnietlng he expected to have the full
list.
W'.-(.Iveii Vacation.
When asked why the work of cutting the weeds In vacant lots had no:
proceeded faster Street Commissioner
Tlerney stated that the recent rains
made It necessary to use his entire
ri'iits In putting the streets in good
c ndition and that the weeiis would
be cut at the first opportunity allowsix-fo- ot

n,

Free

all ruce at KkuttiiK
Kink Thursday niirlit.
First of
serlcw fur local championship.
fop

Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.

C. F. Allen
Galvanized
V

ana storage

1

if

Sky

Cornices,

"

Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

H. lr

Tin Roofing,
Guttering,

etc

Jobbing

General

305 West Gold
AdmiMwion,
45 Minutes of

!Ocs

Amiieiucat

Crystal Theatre
Wiviilii); Willow Shade.
Smile on Me.
The
lllovv.
Stormy Winds

ed h m.
Cily Will
More Money.
In view of the loss of some live or
Ix thousand
dollars as a result of
the Abolishment of gambling the finance committee was urged by M ly-McKee to take measures in pro-

viding for additional revenue for the
He suggested that there were
city.
certain businesses which ought to
ThliMy Soldier.
pay higher licinses and that It was
Italy.
nece.-.-.iithat this matter be given
Immediate attention.
1:1" to Kill Hoards.
The question of bill boards came
up and the unanimous opinion of the
Director.
J. It. KCOTTI.
councilmeii was that drastic measures should be taken to rid the city
It was
ol these unsightly structures.
owners are
property
noted that
existing
largely responsible for the
condition of aff.iirs In this respect.
for the
Property ownns. greedy
revenue gained by the rental
Everything New and F.rst Class slight
advertising.
ue notIs
of bill boards, for
It
Hates Reasonable
i:i f.ivr of abolishing them.
thought that bill boards can be
Opposite Depot
proven a violation of th- fire
that they ure to phice 1 as
Prop. to tan!!yin comn.unli.ale
Owen Dinsdale
tire from one
Program:

y
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HOTEL PALACE

-

irdt-kun-

'P.

WEIGHT OE
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Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

)
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Mexican laborer was raupht

Met Willi Many
Disasters, Hut Withal Was a
Very Clinrmlnjt Kvent
Some One ISvlH'd
I lie Cake.
of the
The first social venture
young
of Albuquerque's youngplace
er social set. which took
at tho
Woman's club house Monday night.
when they entertained their best fel
Iowa, did not pass off as smoothly as
Some one, possibly
it might have.
hurt because of being cut, swiped th
cake. No one seems to know where
it van taken from, but it was goiii
when the time came for serving Ice
cream. Then there was another awful catastrophe befell the little hostesses.
There wasn't enough cream
to go round.
The lnsulticlency wa
not discovered until the first guest
had been served, and it was a case
So tl
of first come ttrst served.
first got large dishes and the last go'
very little ones.
But worst of all
was that the orchestra employed by
the music committee did not show
up. The hour ti 3 o'clock came and
went. Then 9:30 and atill no music.
Finally the committee decided that
the orchestra first employed was not
gone in
coming so another was
search ot. The wrvices of Joseph
Scotti was hnally secured, but Mr.
Scottl could not come till after th
Crystal tfatre.
where he play
evenings, closed. So the little girls
and their guests waited.
The music came between 10 and
11 o'clock and the dancing began. It
was 3 o'clock before the last of the
left the club
little merrymakers
house for their homes.

I'lrst Social Venture

MAN

Proprietor

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash. Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill

Champion Grocery Co.

work.

Meats. Staple nnd I'nney
Groceries. Seasonable I'rnlls ami
I're-l- i

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

W. Tiieras

622-2- 4

51

Phone

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

THE NEW CITY DIRECTORY IS NOW COMPLETED,
AND READY FOR

DISTRI-

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
1
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

BUTION. SEND THE BOY

Out-of-tow-

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE
PRICE IS $1.

109-1- 1

SCHWARTZMAN

Tel. 480

THE VALLEY RANCH

211 W. Central, Tel. 628

If you want to get to a cool place In hurry, wire as mX Glor-letX. M., telling us what train you will take and come on up.

a,

Children's Eyes

Your

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

i:r)Ooocooooooooooo

Meat, Poultry and Fish

mid-

1

& WITH

Our wagon will meet
The round trip fare
ranch Is SI ami the
We will try to see
good.

you.
to Glorleta Is $3. B0; tho stage fare to Uie
rate ol the -- a noli Is $8 per week.
that you have a good time. The fishing Ik

THE VALLEY RANCH

Pecos, New Mexico

DFSKKVK VOIR llHillF.ST CON
SIDKUATIOX.

FACTS

Neglect of them now, during their
school aro when the strain Is great,
may mean much suffering In after
life, which is easily avoided now. Let
us examine them; we will tell you
their exact condition without charge.

can't be rubbed out Here are some:
Paint Is the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the

longer it lasts. The M. & P. paints
In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your
house or barn use M. & P. paints.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

are rich

The Central Avenue Optician
111 Central Ave. Plione 452.

GAVE

FICTITIOUS AQDRESS

Consult
Sister of David

Hanna Cannot be
Telegrams
.1.

loratcd

Reliable

a

l ull Set of Teeth
5I..V
Gold Filling
Gold Ctoh'.is

d.

Dentist
up
SA

GRANDE

RIO

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquette

,

GFAK-AXTCLI-

).

These Are
Carriage
Buying
Days

Easy Terms

and

Beauty Parlors

Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
vehicle t enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by, vve oon t urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of

Don't stay away because you are not rich.

ail kinds.
i.

L.

Paso.

Ahnmilti.

J. A. Lyons,

New

York;

L.

II.

Darby Denver. C. Kelllson Denver, N.
A. Klege. Dragion. Aril.; W. H. Mat-soDenver; W. F. lieid, Denver; D.
C. Hall, Foutain, Colo.

n.

Nlurjtv' lairoHau.

W. M. Ad.iir,

Chicago;

Taos;

C. K.

Grun--1,-

J. Koss, Hermosa
X. M.; '. J. Kvans. Sellgmaii. Ariz.;
t '.
T.
McDertnott. Fay wood Hot
Springs, N. M.; J. W. Akers, Santa
Fe.

1

TrVI
nuivm

T

HT

OUTFITTERS

h
5

?znrcsg

H.

DAVIS & Z EARING
303 W. Gold Ave.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE

8. LilHGOW

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Rubber Stamp Maker
W.

COld,

A certain man opened a checking account
with ui not long; ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete
To-ta- y,

Book Binder

312

J

record of all receipts and expenditures.
this man is saving regularly because be
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the tame experience at no expense.
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

MX EIITERS.

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

8

SPENDING
TOO MUCHl MONEY?

Line of Rubber

PENCIL STAMPS.
INK PA 1S.
ALL TIME SAVIORS.

Co.

Corner First and Tiieras Road.

SELF lNKINfi.
HAM) HATFKS.

Hi

T.

(.rand Central.
lirowii, Kosweil; A. F.
Las Vegas; JesU'S Garcia.
T. D. Hanna and wife, Omaha.
The Touiii Thai Heals
Is the touch of lluckleii's Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest combination
of aj'nlca flowers and healing balsams
ever compounded. No matter how
old the sore or ulcer Is, this salve
will cur It. For burns, scalds, cuts
wounds or piles, it's an absolute cure,
ijuurantetd by ail druggists. :ic.
J. J.

A

MTXXXXrXXXJXTXXXXXXXXXXXlM

Come and see

Albuquerque Carriage

S.

A
Phillips. La Vegas; Itay Woods.
Gilroy, t'al.; James A. Jordan, Kl

CO.

Phone 8

$8

Though H. K. Adams, the Central
Painless Extracting. . . Mc
avei.Ue undertaker.
has sent tele
grams to Spring-fieldHI., and Spring
field, Ohio, making inquiries In re ALL WO UK AHSOLrTFIy
gard to David J. Hanna. the man wno
died in the tent at the corner of Fifth
street and New York avenue last
week, he as yet is unable to learn
anything about the man. When Han
na first came here a few weeks ago
he was cared for at the St. Joheph's
hospital and there he gave the ad
dress of Klla Hanna. 20t Pleasant
street, Springfield. Ohio, which was
DKS. COPP and PKTTTT.
supposed was a sister's address. Tele
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO IJLDO.
grams
buck
to
this address came
ENJOYABLE MEETING with thesent
statement that there was no
such a place in the cltv. The same
was the case when a dispatch was
The police
The Par It Is n
IHIiler Is I'.icctcd lresiilcnt Sev sent to Springfield. 111.
lr. ciilccn
of the two cities have been notified
.New Hootlcr
Initiated
report
they
they
cannot
and
that
Mcmlcrlii Kcuclies
find the sister. Hanna was unwilling
175 Murk.
to tell about any of his
relations
120 South Fourth St.
Albuquerque's Indiana club met at while he lived ami L'ndeitaker Adams
Is
Is
to
address
think
Inclined
the
evening
ind
hotel
Gr
Central
the
list
Hair Dressing
Fclal Massage
and besides electing Dr. O. A. Klder fictitious one.
Shampooing
Eiectrolosis
president to succeed Mrs. ISaker, reManicuring
Scalp Treatment
signed, had one of the molt enjoyable
TIRE OF
meetings in the history ot the orga- TOUR
Children' Hair Cutting
nization.
We manufacture all
kinds
An Impromptu program of musiDOUBLE
LIFE
cal numbers and recitations and a
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Comsleight-of-han- d
performance by Proplete line of Switches. Pompafessor Hennet, was gone through
dours. Puffs. Wigs, etc.
Itefreshjnents were served.
RKAL 1IAIK
NETS
with.
III
were
filed
Two
divorce
suits
for
inSanitary
were
Rolls.
Hair
new
French
members
Seventeen
court today: Julio San-he- s
pomp Wave.
All
new
The
itiated, which gives the club a mem- the district
de
vs.
Sanches.
ltuiz
Cendon
shades til be worn under the
bership of 175, a pretty husky year- and Viola V. Howard vs. Charles II.
ruffing
one's
hair Instead of
ling.
Howard. The charge in both cases
own novelties In back and side
is desertion.
M. C. iirtiz Is the atHOII.i, AKK1 VAI-combs.
torney for the Plaintiff in the first
case, and H. F. Hall attorney for the
Hotel Craigc.
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
J. It. Kennelt, Kl Paso; It. W. plaintiff In the second.
Klstrun, Winslow; '. Hurt, Las VeProprietors
Mrs. Westerfeld will open up her
gas; J. C. Mason. Pittsburg. Pa.; J.
Kemp. Kansas City; L. H. Moody, boarding house Sept. 1, 1U7, at 511 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIIXXA
liroadway.
South
Las Vegas; H. H. Hanna, Santa Fe.

Saoy.
Frank Jones and wife, Chicago;

N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Vegetables).

tills morning.
The man, apparently a native ol
Mexico, was crossing the bridge when
the train descended the grade on the
east side of the river. He was about
half way cross when he saw the
train coming and staited to run. The
engineer saw the predicament of the
figure on the structure and applied
the air, but too late. As the oncoming train neared the man, he stopped and hesitated as though contemplating jumping Into '.he rushing
river below.
He hesitated too long
and the engine struck him. The bjdy
was caught on the pilot and carried
till the engine came to a utop, when
it tumbled limply to the ground. He
was picked up unconscious and taken
to lsleta. from there he was brought
here to the hospital, where he died
this morning without gaining consciousness.
DYING

E. SUNTAAGG,

.

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.

way across the Hio Grande bridge a:
by
lsleta yesterday afternoon
the
California limited. No. 3, and so badly injured that he died at 3 o'clock

TIE

Under Hrt vcjv Hotel

C.

Scats.

15

AN AWFUL

Santa Fe Restaurant

Chair Trust Investigation De
lays Arrival of Opera

That the Investigation the govern
ment Is making of the trusts Is being
felt by the public as well as the trusts
can be testified to by D. H. Cordier,
manager of the new Crystal theatre,
120 West Gold avenue.
When the Crystal Theatre company
decided to put a house in Albuquerque nnd the location was decided
Upon Mr. Cordier ordered his chairs
from an eastern chair factory and
ordered them in plenty of time to get
them here by September 15th, thj
date set for the opening of the new
theatre. His Monday's mail brought
him a letter from the factory, which
informed him that his order was on
file but on account of an Investiga
tion being made of the chair, trusi,
there was no telling when the order
could be filled.
"However," said Mr. Cordier this
horning, "we will open on the 15th
Just the same, if we have to make
seats out of beer kegs. Put I don't
think this will be necessary. We will
make arrangement;! with a local fur
niture house for ordinary chairs,
which we will use until the opera
chairs can be had."
The floor of the new playhouse Is
completed and work on the stage has
begun. The floor is of such a steep
incline that every seat In the hou.-- e
will be a seat of vantage.
M. Supon, stage manager for tin
rompany, arrived
In
the city las;
night from Pueblo and the work o!
placing the scenery will begin at

)4

Where to Dtne Well

Coffee", Teas and Spices n Specialty.
l'. rytlilng In market always on linnd
"TH K HKST ALWAYS."
. Central Ave.
Phone 2:iH
MH

The fifth stated meeting of th
grand lodge A. O. I". W. of New
Mexico and Arizona, will
be
held
here beginning Oct. 15th to last probdays.
ably three
There are tweilvclght lodges In
this Jurisdiction of which the following are the grand odlcers: P. . M.
W.. H. H. St. Claire, Phoenix Arizona;
grand master workman. J.' K. O. Connor, Florence, Arizona; grand foreman. Grant Kivenberg. Santa Fe, N.
. M.
Cai- M.'t grand overseer. ...
vll, (Jlobe, Ariz.; grand recorder, U.
J. Trippel. Tucson. Ariz.: grand receiver, F. A. Odermatt. Tucson, Aril!.;
grand guide, C. F. Leonard, Phoenix. once.
Ariz.; grand inside watchman, James
Gamble, Jr.. Henson.
Ariz.; grand
outside watchman. M. T. Broaded,
Jerome, Ariz.; grand medical examiner, Dr. W. S. Harroun, Santa Fe, N.
M.
It Is expected that upwards of a
hundred representatives will be here
ON ISLETA BRIDGE
from the lodges in the two territories,
besides visitors who may come attracted by special rates given by the
railroads at the meeting of the grand Native Him Down by California Limlodge.
ited DIcm I nun Injuries.

"KID CROWD"

L,1NVIL,I-I-

C.

Host Grade of I 'lour.

d,

OCTOBER
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CITIZKK.

THEATRE CO. staph: and r.wcv ;imk 2i:iiik.

CRYSTAL

IS HOI

heart-rendin-

I A. J. MALOY

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

iof

4

Phone, 924

W. O. PATTK SON
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KIXDERCJAI iTEN
Miss PIIILURICK'S
WILLOl'EN SKl'T. 1.
In the Woman's Club Itulldliitf till West t.old Avenue
Tuition. K;tO in-- vear. of Sfl weeks; 7.f0 1ST quarter ol 9 weeks,
all day
payable in advance. Alios l'liil !i iek will be at
Saturday. Sclciitlcr
KiiLU-rgarte-

XJXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOO(XXJOOOOU

311-31-
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Llvery
Silver
West
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Avenue.
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PAOK SIX.
saloon and a far as the testimony
shows, the defendant was not in the
saloon at the time the boys were
there. The defendant, however, admits upon the record, that he was
the owner and manager of the Oriental saloon In the fall of 1903.
Upon a trial before a Jury, the defendant was found guilty as charged
In the Indictment.
Motion for a new
trial having been overruled. Judgment
was rendered on the verdict, and the
defendant was sentenced to pay to
the territory a. fine of fifty dollars
and costs and to stand committed until One and costs were paid.
Cae Amtcakil.
The case was taken to the supreme
court by appeal. The opinion handed
supreme court Is an
Minors Must be Excluded down byA the
number of assignment of
record were presented
in
the
error
From Saloons In
by the defendant In his appeal, but
the court ruled that they were merely clerical and did not affect the InNew Mexico.
tegrity of this case.
The indictment is based upon the
violation of section 3. chapter 3, laws
Santa Fe, N M.. Sept. 4.
1901, which Is as follows:
UU.)
A decision was handed down of
for
3.
It shall be unlawful
by the supreme court of New Mex- the"Sec.
keeper or manager of
ico at Its recent session at Santa Fe any proprietor,
liquor
Intoxicating
saloon where
which Is of pilch Importance to the Is kept
for sale, or where
Interests of the home and educa- gamblingor inoffered
any
is carried on
tional Interests of this territory that or permitted, to form
permit any minor
one of the judges of the supreme under age of twenty-on- e
r
years
court believes that It nhould be pub- any pupil In anv school or educationlished In nil the territorial papers, al Institution, to loiter upon or freboth as a safeguard to the boys and quent the premises belonging to such
as a warning to those engaged in saloon, or to engage In games or
the sale of splrltous Unuors and the amusement
of any kind thereon."
runnirur of gaming houses.
7 of the same chapter is also
The case was the Territory of Sew Section
and provides that: ThJ
Mexico versus J. P. Church, an ap- pertinent,
word person "as used In this act,
pellant from a decision of the district shall
be deemed to mean firm or corcourt of Chaves county.
poration, as well as natural person,
SUitiiiu'iitf of I nets.
the busi
On the 12th day of . November, and the person managing
or corporation snan
1903, the defendant was indicted and ness of ouch firm penalties
prescribed
liaible to the
the body of the Indictment is aa fol- be
by this act. And the proprietor or
lows:
of any of the establishments,
owner
of
the
"That Joshua P. Church,
mentioned In this act shall be liable
county of Chaves, in the territory of to
the penalties prescribed by this
New Mexico, on the 25th day of Octofor any violation of Its provisions
ber, 1903, at the county of Chaves act
in or at their establishments wnemer
aforesaid, being then and there pro- committed
by themselve-- or by perprietor, keeper and manager of a
employ."
certain saloon there situate where in- sons in I their
cf em hint's Oblect Ions.
toxicating liquor is kept and offered
In the 2nd. 3rd. 4th and 6th asfor sale and where gambling Is car- signments,
is charged that the court
ried on and permitted, did unlaw- committed Iterror
in excluding testifully and knowingly permit and al- mony offered In behalf
of the defendlow one Guy C. Clements, a minor
years and ant to the effect that the defendant
under age of twenty-on- e
had forbidden minors to loiter In his
a pupil of a school and educational saloon
premises: that he had inThe New Mexico
Institution,
his emoloves not to ailow
structed
Military Institute, to be and loiter
his saloon,
upon and frequent the premises be- minors toso loiter aboutO'Connor,
who
Instructed
had
longing to said saloon and engage and
wheel
In
charge
roulette
was
of the
In games and amusements thereon
li;
was
C.
Clements
Guv
time
the
at
contrary to the form of the statute
of the
In such cases made and provided and the saloon. The contention
good
evifaith
Is. that his
against the peace and dignity of the defendant
denced by such Instructions to minors
territory of New Mexico."
good dea
employes
constitute
and
Iteeoril of Cat.
The record of the case discloses very fense. court below excluded this tesThe
few facts, but those disclosed, toon the ground
gether with the admissions of the de- timony as Immaterial
proper
the same would not constitute a
that
fendant, ieem sufficient for a
understanding and disposition of the defense. In Carrol vs. The State, 63
"The fact
Mo.. 651. the court said:
case.
givthat he (the saloon keeper) has only
The substance of the proof was, en
minors,
to
sell
to
not
orders
Clarence
that Guv C. Clements. one
shows a bona lide intent to obey the
Clements. Reid Curtis and
say la
were In the Oriental saloon law, which all the authorities
SepImmaterial In determining guilt."
at Roswell. some time during 1903.
Had no Knowledge of l'act.
tember. Octdber or November.
The 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 5th and 6th asand while there Guv C. Clements en- signment
of error are made the basis
gaged in playing the roulette wheel
contention by defendant's counsel,
while the others watched the play; of
brief, that "The prinas
in
stated
broththat Guy C. Clements and his saloon cipal is not his
liable under the statute
er, Clarence, were in that
more than once; that all of these for the act of his employe unless he
boys were minors and students of the had knowledge ofIs such act; norbyIs he
the
committed
New Mexico Military Institute, and liable If the act
or put employe against the order of the
that they were notat molested
any time; that principal
and without his knowl
out of the saloon
a man by the name of O'Connor was edge."
would
doubtless be a correct
In
This
the
wheel
operating the roulette

DECISION

FAR

REACHING IN
EFFECT

s:

Sw

to-w-

statement of the law under a statute
which made the Intention to commit
an essential ingredient of the crime.
Our statute provides that "The proprietor or owner of any of the establishments mentioned In this act shall
be liable to the penalties by this act
for any violation of Its provisions
within or at their establishments,
whether committed by themselves or
It Is
by persons In their employ."
clear from this provision of the statute that intent to commit. Is not
made an essential element of thu
crime, nor Is It provided that It shall
be knowingly done.
Obligated to Obey Law.
When this defendant procured aob-license to conduct that saloon, he
ligated to conduct It In obedience to
law. and one of the existing requirements of law was that minors and
students should not be permitted to
loiter upon or frequent the defenddefendant's saloon premises. The
see that
ant was under obligation Ifto he
chose
obeyed
and
was
this law
to leave others In charge of his saloon he Is liable for their failure to
do what the law requires.
It is no defense that the defendant
had no Intention to violate the iaw,
"Good Intentions" are said by the
proverb t" be the pavement of another place, but they are not a sound
one for a
Not Vnlvcrsul link'.
As a rule, there can be no crime
without u criminal intent, but thl
Is by no means a universal rule. One
mav be guilty of the high crime of
manslaughter, when his guilt Is or
fault Is in gnus negligence.
Many statutes which are In the nature of police regulations, as Is thi.,
Impose criminal penalties Irrespecthem,
tive of any intent to violate degree
the purpose being to require a
of diligence for the protection of the
public which shall render violation
Impossible.
Details Omitted.
The foregoing outline of the de- Aiut,.n
ilia umireme court omits
much of detail and does not quote
the many declstons of other courts
upholding the decision oi tne iuci
court which Is appealed from, the
decision of the lower court finding
the saloon keeper guilty and assessing punishment was affirmed with
costs.
The entire bench of the supreme court concurring.
The decision will be looked upon
by parents and guardians, and also
by those who have In charge the eduas
cational Interests of the territory one
and
a protectlonary measure
keepers
make
to
that Is calculatedcrfini.Villntr houses ex- an.l
tremely careful In tneir ODservanut:
u
whirh when
r.
diatiitnfv inw
obeyed Is an absolute defense against
or
ui
yuuui
tne
the debauchment
territory.
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MAT
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOIIS EVERY TUOrEK ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

$ 1 50.000.00

Offlcrrs and Directors:
UNA, President.

SOLOMON"

J. JOHNSON.
AsuMant Cashier.

W.

W. 8. OTUICKLEU,
Vice President and Caslil. r.

caooms

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACK WELL

'

St

MS"

'

s

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ft

BMW

NSW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

AM

wk
x

P!

ijaldhidge,

J. c.

William Mcintosh,

bar-roo-

imonials free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hold by Druggists, price 75 c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

FACILITIES

THE-

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Right From Paris and Its the Height of
Style There But Very Expensive This Fall.

.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
as they
with LOCAL. APPLICATIONS,
..,.,r,,it r..i.-the sent of the disease.
dis
or
constitutional
Catarrh Is a blood
ease, and in order to cure u you mu.i
Catarrh
remedies. Hall's
take internal Internally,
and acts directCure Is taken
ly on the blood and mucous surfaces.
mediHall s Catarrh Cure is not a quack
by one of the
cine. It was prescribedcountry
for years
best physicians In this
It Is
and Is a regular prescription.
composed of the best tonics known, comacting
bined with the best blood purifiers,
directly on the mucous surfi ?es. The
perfect combination of the two Ingrediwonderful
ents Is what produces such
results In curing Catarrh. Bend for test-

AMPT.E MEANS

AXD UXSCUPAJ5SFD

BUT IT COST LOT OF MONEY

J0T

4

5

IVv,'

v

J

V
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Capital and

surplus, $100,000

$
INTEREST

SAYINGS

ON

ALLOWED

DEPOSITS

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

Ily Cynthia

.....Prealdral

JOSHUA 8. RATN0LD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK UcKU
R. A. FROST
H. T. RATNOLDI

v
Now here Is

NEW MEXICO

CJroy.

another hat, the very
straight from Paris.

newest thing
Stunning? of course, but dear me,
But some
It costs a small fortune.
of us WILL have it. and the money
WILL have to come from

Take DeVitt:s Kidney and Bladder Pills for backache, weak kidneys
and inflammation of the bladder.
Sold by J. H. O'ltielly & Co.

Doesn't It lust look as If It had
caught up some of the sea foam as
It came across the big ocean.
The hat Is pale blue felt, while the
sole trimming consists of fluffy white
plumes. Costly? It can be bought
Notning could oe more
75.
for
stunning for late fall and early win
ter wear.

Depositary for Atchliea, Topeka ft

win

&

ImI

Director

SaU

I600.9M.M

$259,000.t
frllway Company

F

A BANK FOR

co.

WMl"WW

Prsldnt

CuhUr
Assistant Cashier

U. a. DEf0ITOTY
Capital
otborlied
Paid Up Capital, Surplni and Profit!

DeWltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
Salvo Li good for boils, burns, cuts,
scalds and skin diseases. It Is es
pecially good for plies. Sold by J.

it. irmeuy

Vlca

V

ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd Bad Cold

2md Uttd Geid

Others Get the Flag !

We Take the Firsts!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

New Mexico Twenty-Sevent- h
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

!

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
$8,000

FOR

TROTTERS,

PACERS

...

n

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse
Pur.e
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

No. 2:17
Pace
2.-2Race
No. :20
Trot, "Denver Post" Staka
Pace, Veuve Cllquot Yellow Label Champagne
No. 2:13
.
No. 4 2:25 Pace
Pace
No. 5Free-For.Al- l
No. 6-- 2:30
Trot
1--

3--

-

President

ROY A. STAMM

187

6. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE f ROCER

THE

l

11

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carn

th. larc.at and

Most Exclusive Stock or
Id th. Southwest.

FARM AND

RAILWAY 1ATES. HALF FAKE OR BETTER
JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ESTABLISHED

L.

1,000

Big List of

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD nELlaBLB."

500
500

i

orcX)txcoocoaX3o

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes!

J. A. WEINMAN

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RUNNERS!

AND

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RAILROAD

8tDl

.

Oroc.rtr.

FREIGHT WAGONS
albuquerquu

avenue.

sJX)0CK00000DC

n. u

Secretary

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone Diakes th
duties lighter, the rare, lea
and the worries fewer.
TOO NEi

A

Hie

telephone

preservs

four health, prolongs four
jour t) utile.

111

unit protects

TELEPHONE

IN

VOril

HOMIt

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

a

f

Wednesday. September

4

ALBUQUERQUE
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SEVEN.

CURRY TO VISIT CANTELOUPES IN
LAS VEGAS

SOUTHWEST

FRIDAY

COLORADO

CLASSIFIED ADS
THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Governor Will Be Guest of Irrigated Farming Has Attained Wonderful Perfection
Meadow City For
For That Product.
One Day.
Las Vegas, N. M.. Sept. 4. Oover-no- r
Curry has arranged to drop his
official duties at Santa Fe for one day
or so and will come to Las Vega
Friday for a short visit. He recently expressed a desire to make a
trip to the mci'oa of the dry farmer,
and a short time ago an Invitation
wan extended to him by the Commercial club to be the guest of the city
for a day.
The governor will arrive here on
No. 8 early Friday morning and a
program for his entertainment has
been matuped out bv the business men
and members of the various commercial organizations of the two towns
that will keep the chief executive
on the Jump from the moment he
has his breakfast In the morning until late at night.
Busy l"rogrnm Arranged.
The first thing in the morning the
governor will be whisked out to the
mesa lands in an automobile, where
he will be shown crops that excel
anything In Illinois or Ohio. He will
see the finest wheat and oats In the
world and when he comes back no
doubt will be more than ever proud
of the high office he holds.
The governor will be entertained
at lunch by Judge Mills, after which
he will visit the normal school, and
if he has time will also make the
rounds of the public schools of the
city.
He wiill be the guest of Dr. Smith
at the Insane asvlum at dinner and
after an Inspection of that Institution
will be hurried to the Las Vegas club,
where a short reception has been arranged In his honor. Later he will
return to Kast Las Vegas, where a
smoker will be given for him at the
rooms of the Commercial club.
Provided the plans of the reception
committee are carried out in full the
new official head of the territory will
be going some all the time he is In
Las Vegas and It Is the Intention of
the citizens to Impress upon him the
growing Importance of the city of Las
Vegas not only as a commercial center, but as a community of comfortable homes and general prosperity.

J

,nmc Iluck.
This Is an ailment for which
Chamberlain's Pain Halm has proven especially valuable.
In almost
every Instance it affords prompt and
permanent
relief. Mr.
Luke La
Orange of Orange, Mich., says of It:
using
a plaster and other remAfter
edies for three weeks for a bad lame
back, I purchased a bottle or Chamberlain's Pain Halm, and two appliFor sale
cations affected a cure."
by All Druggists.

FULIEN APPOINTED
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Santa Fe. X. M.. Sent. 4.
nor Curry received the resignation of
James M. Hervev. of Roswell, as district attorney of the eight district,
which he was tendered on account
of the continued ill health of Mr.
Hervey, and his physicial inability
to perform the Important duties of
the oftice. which he has held for eight
.years and In which he has made a
very creditable record. The governor appointed Louis O. Fullen. postmaster at Carlsbad, the county seat
of Eddy county, and one of the foremost among the younger attorneys
of New Mexico, to the vacancy. The
governor did not wait a moment, as
the district court for Eddy county
Is now in session In Carl.sbad and it
Is of the highest Importance for thu
proper conduct of the court and the
disposition of criminal business that
a district attorney to represent the
territory be at work at this time.
Mr. Fullen was highly recommended
by members of the bar of the three
counties, regardless of politics, for
the position, as well as by many leading citizens of his section.
Sli k Headache.
This disease Is caused by a derangement of the stomach. Take a
dose of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets to correct this disorder
and the sick headache will disappear. For sale by all Druggists.

contains
"The Apple Specialist"
the following article by one of the
country,
In
which
best authorities
the
Is of especial Interest owing to recent agitation for Irrigation in the
Hio Grande valley:
Colorado Cuutcloiics.
Irrigated
section
"In the great
ranging from 40 to 100 miles east of
on
Pueblo
the Missouri Pacific railroad, conditions are Ideal for the
production of cantaloupes. Although
the country has been under Irrigaor seven years and altion only
though farmers have not as yet gone
Into the cantaloupe Industry extensively, enough of them
have been
successful to indicate that It is splendidly situated nnd possesses all the
to profitable
conditions necessary
culture.
"I recently visited this region and
looked into the cantaloupe Industry
very carefully. I found that the soil
Is a rich loam, some portions of It
being lighter
others.
This
than
ranges In depth from 7 to 8 or 19
subfeet and is underlaid with clay
soil. I collected data concerning the
cantaloupe Industry and found that
either fall or spring plowing Is practiced. The farmers do not seem to
care very much when the plowing Is
done, provided the ground Is turned
to a depth of 6 or 9 Inches. The winters there are so mild that plowing
can often he continued up to January, so that the cantaloupe
farmer
has an abundance of time to do the
work.
In the spring the plowed fields are
harrowed and disced until the clods
are all pulverized and the seedbed Is
perfectly smooth and fine. This Is an
easy operation as the soil here works
easily and Is seldom In anything but
the finest condition.
Pluming Seed.
The rows are 6 feet apart. A furrow Is run where the row Is to be
planted on the side of the furrow.
This makes it possible to apply the
Irrigation water without wetting the
plants, thus producing vines perfectly free from rust.
The atmosphere
of this region is naturally dry and If
no moisture touches the vines they
come through In a first class condition. I found also on careful Inquiry
that up to date cantaloupe vines have
not been att;icked by insects.
The plants are usually given about
two wterings or sometimes
three.
The water is turned into a furrow
and it Is allowed to run full, when
it is shut off at the upper side of the
field.
This saturates the ground
and furnishes the plant with all the
water It needs.
.
Cultivation.
"The crop Is usually given about
two hoeings and one cultivating.
This, of course, depends somewhat
upon the season, although nearly all
seasons are alike in this region.
Growers plant cantaloupes on either
new or old ground, but alfalfa land
glve best results.
As a rule the cantaloupe grower Is
ready to start shipping about Sept.
loth. Daily pickings ere made from
that time until probably October
15th, when the
is
last shipment
started to market. A cantaloupe Is
to
separready
pick when the stem
ates from the melon- - easily by pressing it with a small forked stick.
in
Each cantaloupe is wrapped
paper and packed in one, two or
three dozen boxes. At Or.lway. this
year the crop sold from 75 cents to
$1.50 per dozen.
I'p to date, because
of the small number of growers, each
man handled his own crop. Next
year the crop will be handled by a
local organization. During 1H06, 500
to 800 acres were grown in the territory tributary to Ordway to the
satisfaction of the men who handled
them. For example, Mr. Hosier had
eight acres. When this was in bloom
he was offered $1,200 for the prospective crop. This he refused and
sold melons and seed amounting to
$4,200 gross. The net returns from
these eight acres during 1K06 was
between $3,000 and $3,200. This
means around $400 per acre.
Collecting Seed.
"The seed was secured by collecting it from the melons that were over
ripe. It sells for $3.50 per pound. It
requires about one pound of seed to
plant an acre. The seed Is planted
directly In the onen field after the
danger of frost is past. The seed is
usually dropped by hand as was corn
years ago.
"This location Is quite free from
frost. It is 250 feet above the river,
so that currents of cold water run
down to the river and do not Injure
the crop on higher land.
"The cantaloupe Industry Is more
fully developed In the Rocky Ford
region but conditions around
are even better than In this famous territory. The shipments from
he Hooky Ford region amount to
from 1.200 to 1.500 cars a season.
The output is sent to New York, Chicago, St. Louis, and the demand Is
much greater than the supply.
"in the vicinity of Ordway a new
melon has been developed. lp to
dato it is called the Hurrel O.om. It
evidently came from Hurpee's Oem
and some local variety. It Is of as
high quality as the Rocky Ford with
this difference; the entire Interior of
the melon in meat. The meat is of
very high quality and the melon being niui h more solid than the Rocky
Ford ships better.
It matures directly after the Rocky Ford Is on the
market, and consequently
finds a
i.
splendid sale at the end of the
is
very
pink and
spicy
The flesh
and sweet. Consumers say that the
percentage of poor melons from this
variety Is much smaller than any
other on the market. Not one in fifty
Is bad.
"C. A. SUA MEL.
"Editor Orange Judd Farmer."
rd-w-
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ad

A want ad saves and makes
you money.

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
and waitresses; also good cooks.
Experienced saleslady, $6 a week,
board and room.
Colburn's
Employment Agency
Pianos, Orgam
Furniture,
109 West (Silver Ave
Phone 4R0 On
Horses, Wagon and other Chattels
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old 'also on SALARIES
AND
WARS
at the American Lumber Co.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low a til
WANTED Position as clerk,
$200.
Loans ar
woman with some experi- land aa high a
prlvatt
ence and good references. Address quickly made and strictly
115 North Fourth struct.
Time: One month to on year given
possession
WANTED ? You can, get It through Goods remain In your
this column.
Our rate are reasonable. Call ant
WANTED Young married
couple ee us before borrowing.
wants good room and board in a
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
private family. Address XXX, care
to and from a.1
Citizen, stating location and price. Steamshippartticket
world.
of
the
Millinery
WANTED Ladles desiring
Room I and 4, Grant Bid
at less than cost to call on Miss
SOSVi West Railroad Ave.
Second street.
Crane, 612 North
PRIVATE OFFICH3.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
Open Evening.
aiso apprentices wanted.
WANTED Situation. OuTsloe wTTFk
by a young man who Is a hustler
nnd willing to work. Address Box
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
C. F. P., care ClM-office.
Young man.
WANTED Situation.
BUREAU
23 years of age, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
FOR SALE
Have hnd three years' general of200 S. Second Street
fice experience as bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish referFive-rooSALE
FOR
modern
ences If desired. Please address
Wanted Ar Once, Servant Girl
house, most fashionable district in
C, L. L.. care Citizen office.
Box
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
LOST
FOUND
built house, with 160 feet front
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE.
Small la pes lazuli brooch set
FOR SALE A first class unused LOST
with pearls. Return to this office
6 nTO
ticket to the City of Mexico and
good pardon
and receive reward.
care
return.
Address "Ticket,"
land ami three-rooLOST An opportunity if you did not
Citizen office.
almde house
$ 800
use these columns.
Three room house, four
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
lots. North
pay 5 per cent agents commission FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Fourth
1,000
Citizen.
stiwt
on their sale, others advertise In
Throe room house and
this column.
STRAYED One sorrel mars. Brandan
acre
of
land,
three
on
102
Avenue,
two
Armljo
ed
FOR SALE
left hip J. O. White feet
miles nciu of town..
400
houses; barn, etc. $2,000, $1,500,
nnd spot In forehead. Small sore
Tliree room house, furon each side of neck. Finder recash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
complete,
nished
two
E. A. Cantrell.
turn to E. W. Fee. 602 South
Rood horses,
spring
First street.
FOR SALE Half interest in estabwagon and one acre
y
lished poultry business.
of
land
500
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
Six room house. West
SALESMEN
prop., 12th street and Mountain
New York avenue... 2,500
road.
Six room honse. West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
FOR SALE Two good tent houses WANTED SALESMAN $75 per week
expenses.
and
Staple specialty. Old
In the Highlands on East Central
FOR RENT.
established
Permanent.'
once.
house.
High
avenue. CheaD If sold at
priced men investigate. References.
S4x
Address, J. W. Harvey, 1201 East
room brick house,
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., ChiCentral avenue. City.
hath,
cellar,
Fourth
cago.
ward
$20.00
house,
frame
FOR SALE
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees, WANTED Capable salesman to cov-e- r Aiuirtniiiiis In IIoe Ants,
two
New
rooms,
to
Mexico
Losix
modwith staple line;
vines, corner East Copper and
high commissions with $100 monthern conveniences, 910 to 20.00
cust, $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
ly advance. Permanent position to
Four room brick house,
A. Oantrel. 102 Armljo ayenue.
right
man. Jess H. Smith Co., Debnth. cellar. Fourth ward 23.00
FOR SALE 4 room frame house,
Seven room brick house,
troit, Mich.
barn, chicken yard, out house, cormodern, furnished or unner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
furnished, close In.
E. A. Cantrel,
$800 cash, B. O. T.
One pint mineral water cures and
rooms for lightltoiisc- Three
102 Armljo avenue.
keeping, close in
prevents constipation. Ask yonr gro15.00
FOR
SALE Home made bread, cer for It
Five room frame.
' First 20.00
cake and pies, hot tamales, chile.
wnrd
Call phone 1045. 40S West TIJeras
Money to loon In sums
avenue. Orders taken for Mexican
to suit.
lunches. Mrs. D. A. Austin.

FOR RENT Two furnished connected front rooms. with bath,
heat and light. 423 South Third
street.
FOR RENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
and up. Minneapolis House, 524
South Second. A. T. ivne. Proprietor.
FOR
RENT Pleasant
furnished
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, weil rurnlah-e- d
front rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable: no Invalids. Hotel CraJgc,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a real
estate agent covld interview In a
long time.

MONEY to LOAN

en

m

m

Bred-to-La-
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Territorial

BY HAIL

A. Montoya

,

Homeopathic

Look for the Label

DR. R. Ii. irCST

J,

DRS. BROXSOX

Homeopathic

riRST CLASS SHOEMAKER

X, T. Armljo Building.
&

Iv7

Ariz., people do not get
If
busy and clean up their places after
they have been given notice by the
city sanitary department, they will
be liable to a fsne of not less than
$10 nor more than $300 for their
neglect.
Ri.-be-

i

ii.il f A

i

and

TAILOR

geons, Over Vann'e Drug Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 628.
DR. C. A. FRAXK
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Barnett Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

1

New snivels of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns, the
leading shade for the coming season.
X. T. Armljo Building.

Highland Livery

7

DENTISTS

Saddle horses a specialty, fie
drivers In the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the plcnio wagon.
RAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 696.
112 John Street

DR. 3. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3. Barnett Bnlldlng, 8c
Over O'Rlelly'e Drug store.
Appointments made by mall,
At
rhone 744.

MIIIINERY
Trlmmerl
Hata
For the Next Ten Days
Than Cost to Close
Summer Stock.
Millinery
Dressmaking Parlors, 512
Xorth Second St.

Lews

Out

MISS C. P. CRANE.

J. ALGER,

EDMITXD

D. D. S.

and

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.

FANCY DRY GOODS

Appointments made by mall.
306 West Central Ave.
rhone 456.

Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

LAWYERS
R.

V. D.

BRVAX

Attorney at Law.

FANCY WORK
Mrs, M.

C

W. E.

Bunk Building,
Alubquerqne, X. M.
E.

Aliibqucrquc, X, M.

MAUGER

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Attorney at Law,
Block,

224 W. Cold

with Raube and Mauser
Office, 115 Xorth First 8c
ALBUQUERQUE, K. U.

V. DOBSOX

Ofllce Cromwell

Wilson

VJOOL

Office, First National

lire

READ

rm

L. C. GIELITZ

Sur

Attorney at Law.
HAIR DRESSER AXT CHIROPODIST.
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Mrs. Ramblnl, at her parlors oppoCaveats, Letter Patents, Trade
to
next
and
door
Alvarado
the
site
Marks, Claims,
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair 32 F. street, X. M. Washington, D. C.
indressing, treat corns, bunions and
She gives massage
growing nails.
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
INSURANCE
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
B. A. SLEYSTER
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
and prevents dandruff and hair fallPublic.
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous Rooms 13 and 14, Cromwell Block,
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
A. E. WALKER

3

AND REPAIRER
omttN rmoNT, toe North

BROXSOX

Physicians

E. Central

P. Matteucci

Physician and Surgeon

I

202

French Bakery Co.

215 W st Gold ive.

the
The trustees have petitioned
general church extension board for a
gift of $500 and a loan of $400 to
build a Methodist church In Dayton, N. M. The members will give
$1,000 and this means a church at
no distant day.

BREAE)

Physician and Surgeon

Occidental I J To Building.
Tclepltonc, 88".

Room

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SUE1UDAX, M. D.

IRA M. BOXD

Topics

The "rainy season" is now on In
Demlng. It usually lasts six or eight
Not very much rain falls, but
weeks.
some little bit, or more, falls nearly
every day. Vegetation grows at an
alarming pace and stock get fat. This
proves that all this country neels to
make It an agricultural country is
water. And the water Is here In
the ground it only remains to be
gotten to the surface.

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

and

LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad ancT
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT.
When In need of sash, door, frames
etc Screen work a specialty. 4X
South First street. Telephone 40S.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PATVT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Fees.
ALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.

f

JAP-A-LA-

C.

408 West Railroad Awenae

Insurance.

TOT I A OR API
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 West Central Avenue.
Dealers In Orecerles, Provision. Hs.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
M. L. SCI I FIT
and Cigars, place your orders fe
this line with us.
Real Estate ami Loans.
NORTH TH TiD ST
Agent for the Travelers
Company, Hartforn, Conn., Life and
romtnny
Accident. The strongest
THIRD
writ lug accident Insurance
the
in
world.
219 South Second Smreet.
ni-lU-1-

Within 30 days Tadlock brothers
expect to begin the work of remodeling the Douglas. Ariz., city hall under the plan of Trout and Trost recently accepted, which provide additional room for the enlarged tire
equipment. Lumber has been ordered, stone Is now being cut for the
job and Tadlock brothrs
have on
hand all the brick they need on the
work.

The Globe Silver Hell says: "The
resumption
of
rail communication
with the outside world will probably
by
occur today,
means of a fourteen-mil- e
transfer made with teams between Fort Thomas and Pima. Thl
morning at the regular leaving time
the passenger train will depart for
the south and a stub train will leave
Howie at the same lime, carrying all
of the passengers and I'nited State
mail which have accumulated at the
Junction point during the last three
days.
At lima the passengers and
mall for Globe will be loaded on
wagons for the fourteen-mil- e
ride to
Fort Thomas and the same performance will be carried out at Fort
Thomas with paengers and mail for
A Humane ApM-ul- .
A humane citizen
of Richmond, the trip for Pima."
Ind.. Mr. C. D. Williams. 107 West ChainlMt-rlaiii'- s
Cough Remedy Oik of
Main St.. says: "I appeal to all pert
I lie
sons ulth weak lungs to take Dr.
nil I lie Market.
King's New Discovery, the only remFor many years Chamberlain's
edy that helped me and fully comes Cough Remedy has consantly gained
up to the proprietor's recoinmenda-llon.- " in favor and popularity until it Is
It saves more lives than all now one of the most staple medi"Iher thro,',t and lung remedies put cines In use and has an enormous
together. I'sed a a cough and cold sale. It Is Intended especially for
cure the world over. Cures asthma, acute throat and lung diseases,
hooping cough, cm h as cuUKhs, colds an.l croup, and
bronchitis, crouo.
quinsy.
phthisic, can always be d epended upon .It is
hoarseness and
stops hemorrhages of the lungs and pleasant and safe to take and is unhu:lds them up. Guaranteed at all doubtedly the best In the market
50e. ad $1.00. Trial bottle for the purpose for which it is indealeri.
tended. Sold by All Druggists.
free.
sea-(M-

A mum want
every day,
Is one that never fails to pay.
And this is true tho it sounds
funny,

WANTED

FOR RENT

OUR

AD VER TISEMENTS

YQJ
ARE READING

STREET

MISCELLANEOUS

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Maa
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIEXWORT
WIIJ.IAM WALLACE M'CLELLAX
Masonic Building. North T'JH iom
Justice of the Peace, PrcHnct
Xo. 12. Notary Public.
Collections.
TIIORXTOX
CO.
Office 221 North
Street.
EXPERT HOUSE CLEANERS.
Resilience 723 North Fourth Street,
121 X. 3rd St.
Alubquerque, X. M.
Stove reiwlring. pouching and set
ting up a specialty.
We hire only
the nioxt exitcrleuccd help In our
T1IOS. K. I. MADDISOX
line.
Phone, Office 460. :: Res. 020.
Xotary Public.
AU

w

OIIU--

with W.
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THIS ONE

Moat Market

I.

Clillders,

(old Avenue.

BORDERS.

Ita-o-

VXDEHTAKEH.

T. W. SPENCER

Architect.

iroi'sE FURXISHEKS. XEW AXO
ME' BUY IIOIH
Rooms 46 and 47, ltaruett Building. SlX'4iMllM.
UOl.lt .4MliK. 211 V. (iOI.lt A I E.
Albuquerque, X. M. PlHjue 555.
li. MRlSt.V, MANAGER.
--

r.GE EiGtrr.

EtENINQ

ALBUQUERQUE

iHMMatim

CITIZEN.

wEPXEsnw. sF.rTrinrn

ibot

4

rrt

Robin Is a son of Dr. George
Gould, of "the editorial staff of the
Paso News, and one of the cleverest young orators of the southwest,
having carried away the first honori
at the national orltnrlcal contest for
high school speakers held two year
ago at Chicago.
We are taking orders for these
T. C. McDermott. tMOprletor of th"
Faywood Hot Springs, near Doming, little preserving Tomatoes.
N. M., Is registered at Sturges'
hotel. Mr. McDermott says
Only 5c per Pound.
that there has been a great run of
business at the spring during th
Also 25 pound boxes of th
summer.
U. C. Prewltt, manager
of the large ones for canning.
Colorado Life Insurance company In
New Mexico and Arizona, has returned to his headquarters here from a
policy selling trip to the sister terri- MONARCH GROCERY CO.
tory. Mr. Prewltt says that business
Rhone 80, 307 W. Central
of all kinds Is flourishing in Arizona.
Dr. F. A. Jones, the mining expert,
returned to the city this morning
from an extended trip over Arizona
and southern New Mexico. He says
that he never before saw as much activity In mining In the southwest as
In Grant county, New
at present.
Mexico, is mining especially active.
A large number of Grant county people have become rich within the past AMKItKAX llIXX'K,
few months as a result of rich strikes
OEmtlLLOS LUMP,
Dr.
and sales of mining property.
Jones was absent from the city two
months.
vice.

T.
Kl

PERSONAL

a 314 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

rU

J. W. Akors, a business man of
Santa Ke. Is In the ckty.
Att'irnrv W. H. Chllders Is In La
Veas on lenal business.
W. H. Matsin Is In the city from
Denver on a vi.slt to his brother, O.

GOOD SCHOOL SHOES

A.

Me-dle-

Neb

Jack Glover, formerly of this city
In the
but now of Oakland. Cal.,
I

city vIsitlnK old friends. Mr. Ulover
is still with the Santa Fe.
Dr.
tho
C W. Goodwin-Taylo- r,
physician, and assistant. Miss Stoll.
left last evening on a pleasure trip
to points on Luke Michigan.
Thomas W. Voetter. chief clerk In
the V. S. Indian .school at Santa Fe,
has been appointed consul for the
I'nlted States at Saltlllo. Mexico.
Patricio Gonzales, editor of the La
Opinion Publlca.
a local Spanish
newspaper, was taken to St. Joseph' CHARLES HEISuH
hospital yesterday
suffering from

FOR GIRLS
II
to 2, $1.25 to $2.25;
to II, $1.00 to $1.85;
to 6, $1.75 to $2.50
2

8

Illness.
ivere
Mrs. U. I. Sanchei

and Mrs. J. II.
Sanches and little sisters were passengers for Santa Fe this morning.
Tho children will be placed In school
at Santa Fe.
Forest Parker, of Ganado. Arizona,
arrived this morning from California.
After spending the dav In Albuquerque, Mr. Parker will leave for his
home at Ganado.
Louis llfeld and Julius Staab wen
to Santa Fe this morning to attend
the wedding of Max Nordhaus and
Miss Hertha Staab. which will take
place there tomorrow.
Mrs.
John
O'Brien and
little
daughters. Marguerite
and Helen,
left this mornine for her home at
Xenia, Ohio, after a pleasant visit
In the city to three daughters living
here.
V. K. R. Sellers, secretary of the
Copper Prince Mining company, left
last evening on the limited for Can.
yon City, Colo.
The colo.nel will be
absent from the territory about thirty days.
Manager Hubbs of the Twenty-sevent- h
Territorial Fair association, left
this morning for Rocky Ford. wher
he is called on olllclal business. Mr.
Hubbs expects to be absent from the
city several days.
Vincent Mav, who was recently apregent of the agricultural
pointed
college to succeed Jose Lucero, re
Is
signed,
an Albuquerque visitor today.
Mr. Mav Is accompanied by
Captain Gill, also of Las Cruces.
Walter Connell. of the firm of Con-ne- ll
& Hunlng of Los Lunas, left today for New York, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Connell
his family.
will be albsent from the territory several weeks.
C. Armijo, cashier of Bowman's
bank at Las Cruces. arrived in the
city last night from Santa Fe, and
is spending the day In the territor
ial metropolis.
Mr. Armijo expects
to return home tonight.
James A. Lawson. United Stat's
inspector of railroad
safety appliances with headouarters at Austin,
Texas, left going north this morning
after having spent several duys In
the city attending to otttclal busl.

FOR BOYS
to

8

I to 2, $1.50 to 2.25;
$1.25 to $1.85;
to 5 12, $1.75 to $2 50
2

13,

2

THE

Reliance Electric Go.
never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm

always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
work you may have.
Pbone

502 West Central

131

Ave.

At:

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

3

HARDWARE

Matson.

Attorney
Assistant United States
"E. L.
was a northbound passenger this niornlnK.
W. R. Bowes, of the local roundhouse force, has returned home from
a visit to his old home at Omaha,

more style, just a little better
Just aa little
good deal more wear for consider-nhl- a
lfisa mnnflv than vou have to tav
somewhere else is what you get by buying
our children's shoes.
It is easv to convince yourself. Just call
and examine our stock. A big assortment to
select from. Lace or button, Patent Kid, Vici
Kid or Box Calf, light medium or heavy
weight.

GO,

'

W. Central

Tinners

Avenue

ness.

Robin Gould, the orator mall clerk
left this morning on his maiden trip
Mr. Gould
as railway mall clerk.
was a clerk In the Albuquerque post-ortlrecently
when he passed
until
the examination for the railway ser

You
Will
Soon

Need

Nut.
CLEAX OAS COKE,
SMITHING COATj.
NATIVE KINDLING.
FOIl CASH ONLY.

AWAY

WOOD
TELEPHONE

INCREASING IN VALTTE STEAD
ILY. 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALI-- STONES WE
WILL SELL AT IAWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE JIOCGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANS JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Store.

STOVE

10 South Second St.

All Kinds ot Indian and Mexican Coods. Yba Cbaapast
Plaoa to boy Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mali Order Carmfully and Promptly rilled.

GARMENTS FIT FOR A KING

FOR YOUR EAR

of the world's best.
Chosen for their skill in style, fit and finish.

IVbne of the stale sameness of the ready-mad- e.
Cost of manufacture figured to a minimum.
Sold at a price that the local tailor cannot touch.
Our guarantee is unconditional. Try us.

C. G. RERRY,

S

Done on Premises

H

j

It

1

fS
WJ
NORTH FIRST STREET

jeweler

to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

Between Central ant! Coppar Ave.,

no

EVERY THING

coe

THE JEWELRY LINE
.

FINE WATCH REPAIRING

Second

I
I

DUuuoml-i- ,

flIffiL
71

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue
,
Silverware,
Square Dvul.

'lx-k-t-

A

We

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

If its itcii', snappy clothing you will find it here.

Get the
Our new

fall and winter stock of

Men's and Boy's

Clothing is almost complete

We are agents

1

Clothing for
Men this is the best to be obtained $18.00 to
$32.00 per suit try a suit
for

STEIN-BLOC-

UNION
MEAT
H4

4

MARKET

XI

TJ

1

t

E. L. Washburn Company

COMPANY
ti
Hi it
w

SUPPLIES!

STEEL RANGES
-

HEATING STOVES

ff

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
AisureJ. o

$

WAGONS

'

PLUMBERS

Irjrm-- i

'

-t,i

triiTi-- n

LK

WORKERS
I

SPORTING

I 13

1131 17 SOUTH riRST STREET AND

GOODS

ana

and

AMMUNITION

TINWARE

E

and

SHEET METAL

tell

COOK STOVES

ENAMEL
m
M

mKaamssammaBWmaaaaaaaaaaaaawraa.'

and

IMPLEMENTS

.'v'.'

fJ..

NATIONAL

m

1

HOME COMEORT

t

Every Thing in the
h Meat Line First Class in
Quality
g
n
Best Prices Possible

i1

jr

1

MINE AND MILL

and
TTT.1t

arul

Fair

MILLER

r. KKIU
H

tilt?

XVl i

H

Sam Peck's celebrated boys' clothing
the best on earth
$5.00 to $7.50 per suit
T71

NV HITNEY
lc?

xxxxxiixxxxxiisiiiiiiirxx
In m
i3
51 '3

Habit

Stein-Bloc- h

UTENSILS

COOKING

3

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

ENAMELED

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yotir Needs for the

THE

Wan-lics- ,
Jewelry, Cut GlutM,
invite your trade and giiurunU--

We Have a Very Desirable Line of
STOVES
RANGES

L0MM0R1 & COMPANY

EVEBITT

HABERDASHER

119 SOUTH SECOND

115-11- 7

A Majestic Range is conducive

77

Affade by tailors

IV M.

tense Grinding

109 North First St.

AND FOR YOU

CLOTHIER

::

DENNETT S CURIO STORE

"A BUG

Exclusive Opticians

1

The Central
Avenue Clothier

CTCOIVT

iJlJUlVil

i

NOTICE
Williams
DENTIST
Has moved to rooms 24 and 4
Most modern
25, Harnett Bldg.
electrical equipment In South- - 4
west.

t

CllVirkM
OllVlVyil

ALL THE TIME

cure for
Jaundice.

25c.

Come in; we're here all the time'

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

Ixtvt and Found.
Lost, between ,30 p. m., yesterday
today, a btliius attack,
noon
and
with nausea and iek headache. This
losg was occasioned by finding at a
drug store a box of Dr. King's New

Life Pills, the guaranteed
biliousness, malaria and

91.

W. H. HAHN & CO,

Attention Harnenrls.
The funeral services of our late
brother. Charles Helsch, will be held
at Border's undertaking parlors at
9 a. m.. tomorrow
(Thursday.)
Brothers are requested to assemble
In Red Men's hall at 8:30 sharp.
CHAH. L KFvPPELlilt, O. B.
AUGUST KLKIN, Secretary.
a ntrtl.
A young l.wly for office work,
ut !arfa Grocery Co.
Our Box Calf shoes for boys are
as strong as it is possible to make
a shoe. Only the stoutest materials
are used In their construction and
they are put together in such a way
that It is next to Impossible to wear
them out. They look neat and tit
well.
13H "to 2 $1.80; 2H to 5H
C. May's Shoe Store,, 314
$2.10.
West Central avenue.

tf

Fall Suits for Boys
Fall Neckwear and Hose
Fall Styles of Hats

Mixed,

place tomorrow morning from thj
Immaculate Conception church.
The deceased came to New Mexico
many years ago and engaged In the
saloon business. Six years ago ana
earlier, he conducted a saloun where
the Economist dry goods store now
stands. In late years he has been
dividing his time between tending
bar and mining. For the past few
months he has been very sick, tho
disease which drove him from the
gradually
east to New Mexk--

Dr.

Fall Suits for Men

Furnace,

Charles Heisch, aged 48 years, one
of the early settlers of Albuquerque,
died at his residence on South Third
street at 4 o'clock this morning of
tuberculosis.
The funeral will take

f

NEW ARRIVALS

ANTHRACITE

PASSES

S

while to buy your things here.
That's a pretty good reason; but there are
others. We've a lot of other things that men
wear, that are worth having, too. If you
haven't found out that this store is the headquarters for quality stuff, you've got something
coming to you.

COAL

Whan you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly ritted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

A

simply that we sell Hart Schaifiier
HT&isn't
Marx clothes that you find it worth

Tomatoes

PAKAO KAI'HS

401-40-

3

NORTH

FIRST S TP EE T

